SPECIAL MEETING
SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 5, 1983
2:30 P.M.

I HEREBY CALL a Special Meeting of the Sacramento City Council for
the purpose of meeting in joint session with the Sacramento Board
of Supervisors on Wednesday, January 5, 1983, 2:30 p.m. in the
Sacramento County Board Chambers, Suite 2450, 700 "H" Street,
Sacramento, California, and for the purpose of considering and
acting upon Cable TV Liabilities of Parent Companies for Contract
Obligations.
ISSUED: This 27 Day of December, 1982
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Mayor and Members
Sacramento City Council
Chairperson and Members
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors

To

L. B. ELAN
County Counsel
Subject

:

PARENT COMPANY GUARANTEES - CABLE TV FRANCHISE
Agenda,- Joint Meeting on January 5, 1983

RECOMMENDATION
City-County Staff recommend that on January 15, 1983, the
Governing Bodies receive a presentation from Staff pertaining to
alternative approaches to the Parental guarantee, receive a presentation from UTC of its proposal, receive such comment from
the public as may be offered, and:
Continue the joint meeting of the Governing Bodies
a.
to Wednesday, January 19, 1983, at 2:30 p.m., with a
direction that during the interim, Staff negotiate the
precise terms of UTC's proposal with UTC, and return with
an analysis thereof and recommendation thereon for the
January 19 meeting.
If for some unforeseen reason UTC should fail to
b.
present a proposal by January 5, it is recommended that the
Governing Bodies select one of the three alternative types
of guarantees discussed below, ask UTC to either accept
that type or file its best counter-proposal by January 12,
and continue the joint meeting to January 19.
DISCUSSION
1. Request for Continuance
We are informed that UTC will present its proposal respecting
the guarantee by the Parent Companies on Tuesday, January 4. Since
there will be inadequate time for City-County Staff to review the
proposal, prepare an analysis and present it for the January 5
meeting, it is recommended that the Governing Bodies continue the
January 5 meeting to January 19 in order to receive a Staff analysis
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thereof and recommendation thereon. Staff cautions against a rush
to deliberate and decide the guarantee issue, without adequate time
to reflect, deliberate and analyze whatever proposal UTC may make.:
The following chronology may help to place the issue in context.
On October 22, 1982, City-County Staff presented to UTC language by which the Parent Companies (United of Denver and Tribune
of Chicago) would become obligated to stand behind all financial
promises contained in the franchise. We were told that this proposal
would require consideration at the very highest corporate levels,
that the making of such a commitment impacted potential financial
growth of the Parents, and that it would be some time before a response would be forthcoming.
On November ,12, 1982, UTC replied with a brief letter by Mr.
Cullen which declined the Staff proposal, and indicated that the
letters filed by the Parent Companies in advance of tentative selection constituted the final word upon the subject.
Staff reported the UTC response by a memorandum dated November 19, 1982, distributed to the members of both Governing Bodies
The Joint Sub-Committees considered the matter on November 24, 1982,
and directed UTC to respond with a proposal by December 8, 1982. In
the meantime, each Governing Body separately expressed its concern
with respect to this issue and emphasized the necessity for Parental
guarantees.
In lieu of making a proposal, UTC suggested a meeting between
City-Council representatives and representatives of the Parent Companies to be held in Denver on December 14. Staff supported that
suggestion.
During the meeting in Denver on December 14, City-County Staff
indicated to the executives of the Parent Companies that what is
really being requested is a direct promise by the Parent Companies
to build the Sacramento System and provide the promised community
benefits, regardless of whether the local enterprise turns out to be
a financial success, and whether business risks inherent in cable
system operations, such as feared future competition from other potential competing services, the magnitude of the local financial commitments, or other factors might make it financially impractical to
proceed.
A report-back was scheduled for a meeting of the Joint Sub-Committees on December 15, the day following the Denver meeting. On
December 14, it was apparent that no definitive position from UTC
would be forthcoming by the following day, and that additional time
would be required. UTC desired time to privately discuss the issues
with individual elected representatives, and it was clear that further
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internal deliberations by the Parent Companies would be necessary.
Therefore, City-County Staff agreed with UTC to request that the
matter be continued to a joint hearing of both Governing Bodies on
January 5. At that time it was expected that the three-week period
would enable UTC to complete its internal deliberations, and provide
time for the negotiators to develop a finalized proposal for presentation on January 5.
Since December 15, there have been three meetings with UTC concerning this issue. At Mr. Cullen's request, City-County Staff
quickly prepared suggested alternative approaches to the guarantee
in order that he might discuss them during a meeting he was attending
In Delaware on December 20. UTC has indicated that certain of the
approaches discussed are impractical. It has shared its tentative
thinking respecting the general nature of the alternative approaches
which it is considering respecting the guarantee. With the foregoing
exceptions, there has been no discussion or negotiation of the substantive terms of a guarantee. Our meetings with UTC have concerned
themselves primarily with the question of process, and whether the
January 5 meeting should be held. In fairness to UTC, it should be
acknowledged that this holiday season is undoubtedly the most difficult
three-week period during the course of a year in which to attempt to
finally develop positions on issues as important as these.
On December 28, 1982, we were told by UTC that its proposal would
UTC offered to discuss the
not be forthcoming until January 4.
proposal with Staff on January 4. We declined. It would be impossible
to read, discuss and analyze the proposal in time for a meeting the
next day.
UTC desires to explain its proposal publicly on January 5. A continuance to January 19 would allow time not only for
analysis of UTC's proposal, but negotiation of its specific terms.
2.

Approaches to Guarantee

As of the time of this writing, City-County Staff does not know
exactly what UTC will propose. As noted above., there has been no
opportunity to discuss the substance of the terms of any proposed
guarantee in negotiating meetings since December 15. In light of
public pronouncements by members of the Governing Bodies and legal
considerations, however, Staff has formulated potential substantive
approaches to the guarantee which might be considered.
We offer the following analysis for whatever assistance it may
be in understanding whatever presentation UTC may make. A discussion
of the guarantee might be best introduced by an exploration of two
central concerns, one on the part of Staff and the other on the part
of UTC.
Hammett-Edison (the consulting engineering firm retained by
the County) has indicated that the Cable Television System proposed
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by UTC is generally first class, state of the art in technological
innovation, and designed to insure high quality service. That firm
has also, however, expressed serious concern respecting the magnitude of the local financial commitments which UTC's Application
makes to the community. Hammett-Edison notes that over the life of
the franchise, 45% of the costs of operation consist of non-revenue
producing community donations, in various forms, such as financial
grants to SC3, financial and equipment donations to K.V.I.E., KXPR
and the Educational Consortium, and the employment of 97 persons
to produce Local Origination, Community Use and Public Access Programming. The engineering firm has emphasized that these community
donations could produce service rate structures which are substantially higher than those suggested in the application. As the
Governing Bodies recall, service rates, with the exception of Basic
Service, will not be regulated by the franchise and the rate structures contained in the Application will not be binding upon UTC.
Obviously, if reasonable penetration ratios cannot be sustained with
a rate structure necessary to support the community donations,
financial collapse is a risk.
There are a variety of factors which could cause the local cable
venture to be a financial failure. Independent home reception of
satellite entertainment services could suppress cable revenues. The
proliferation of home video systems, coupled with offering of taped
movies for sale or rental, could suppress premium service cable
revenues. Data transmission by telephone companies could inhibit
development of a cable institutional service system. Technological
advancement could create new competitive forces which undermine the
economic projections upon which the local operation has been planned.
Unforeseen increases in capital construction costs could suppress
profits. In each instance, the high dollar volume of community grants
could compound the economic hardship.
Should any of these contingencies come to pass, the following
potential results would be foreseeable.
a. Economic Hardship before Completion of System -or Realization that the Completed System Will Not Yield
a Return on Investment. The operator, based upon the
above types of factors, might either declare that it is
unwilling to complete the System and operate it in compliance with the service and community financial obligations imposed by the franchise, or simply cease or delay
construction without an announced reason. A likely contingency is that construction would lag, the operator would
find a buyer for the System, and the new buyer would come
to Sacramento and offer to complete, but only if there is
a sufficiently substantial reduction in the franchise
obligations (including service requirements and grant
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commitments) to make completion and future operation economically
desirable. The Governing Bodies would be unable to effectively
enforce the franchise because the local operator possesses only
the System and the franchise as assets, and the prospective
buyer would demonstrate that the market would not yield a
purchaser who would comply with the franchise obligations.

Operational Deficiency. The System could be
b.
completed, and the operator could simply fail to pay all
obligations required. For example, it could decline to
fulfill all of the community grant requirements, or pay
some or none of the annual franchisee fees. When requested
to fulfill the obligations, it could protest that the local
operation is so unprofitable that payment of the financial
commitments would produce insolvency. Should such a claim
be correct, a lawsuit under which revenues from System operation are attached in order to assure fulfillment of the obligations, could drive the local operator into bankruptcy,
immunizing it from the dbligations. Should the franchise be
terminated for breach, potential buyers of the System might
express disinterest unless the franchise obligations are
reduced.
UTC has a corresponding set of concerns with respect to a demand
that the Parents relieve the Governing Bodies of the risk described
above. These include the following, not necessarily in the order of
priority listed:
The assumption of liability by the Parents could impact
a.
their future financial planning, and flexibility with respect
to other operations.
Commitments made to Sacramento could be precedential
b.
on a nationwide basis. Even if the Parents are able to make
the commitments here, they might be unable to do so for the
other franchises which have been recently awarded,.or might
be awarded in the future.
Without careful definition of the exact measure of
c.
damages in the event of breach, a Parental guarantee could
result in a wind-fall to both the City and County and any
future buyer of the System. The potential of such a windfall could result in precipitous declarations of breach
and sale of the System to buyers eager to take advantage
of high financial gain at the expense of the Parents. The
wind-fall could consist of the imposition of a duty upon
the Parents to guarantee the cost of completing the System,
coupled with a right on the part of the Commission to acquire
This
the System and sell it for a profit to a competitor.
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risk is remote in light of the fact that acquisition of the
System by the Commission in the event of breach is based
upon "Book Value" (depreciated actual cost), a figure which,
in the event of breach prior to completion could be substantially higher than the market value of the completed
system.
Thus, on the one hand, prior to tentative selection, UTC
extolled the financial strength of the Parent Companies and uttered
words which could reasonably be understood to mean that the Parents
would guarantee all obligations of the franchise. UTC decided what
to promise in its Application, and could arguably be asked to assume
the entire risk of the promiseswhich it has made. On the other hand,
there are business risks inherent in cable enterprises. The nature
of the competitive bidding process encourages operators to offer
benefits which increase these risks. The factors upon which selection
is made may place less emphasis upon economic feasibility than upon
the magnitude of the financial commitments. Therefore, a significant policy question is whether any of the economic risk should be
shared by the community with the Parents, and if so, how much? The
alternatives discussed below have been developed in light of this
fundamental policy determination.
In addressing the issue of Parental financial responsibility,
the first issue which must be considered is what the scope of the
guarantee would be in terms of financial exposure. This issue
requires definition of the measure of damages. In general, the
measure of damages is the "loss of bargain" suffered by the community
as a result of the failure of the operator to fulfill the service and
financial obligations assumed under the franchise during the .term
thereof. The magnitude of the damages will depend upon such factors
as when during the term of the franchise a breach occurs, the extent
to which a buyer of the System will fulfill the initial commitments,
and the extent to which it is possible to quantify the losses. If
a breach occurs immediately after the franchise is issued, maximum
potential damages could include the cost of constructing the System,
the reasonable expectency of Franchise Fee payments based upon service
offerings required by the franchise, the value of community facilities
required by the franchise, and the monetary value of equipment and
financial grants required to be paid to various entities and organizations during the term of the franchise. Obviously, if breach occurs
later during the term of the franchise, the maximum exposure declines.
Complicating factors in determining the measure of damages include
the relationship between the measure and the cost of purchasing the
System from the operator who committed the breach; and the relationship between the market value of the System which the Commission
acquires as a result of breach and is able to offer to a new franchisee,
and the damage exposure created by the failure to perform the obligations.
Fixing the amount of damages by applying the applicable measure
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is a process which would be required regardless of the nature or form
of the Parental guarantee which is provided. It is a problem inherent
in any of the guarantees discussed below. City-County Staff recommends
that the measure of damage standard be negotiated with UTC and incorporated in the Resolution Offering the Franchise in accompaniment
with whatever guarantee might be provided.
Discussion of the comparative relationships between various forms
of guarantees is impossible without assuming a particular measure of
recovery. An explanation of the practical differences between alternative forms of guarantees would be incomplete without such a discussion.
Therefore, Staff will be prepared to illustrate the differences between the various forms with specific examples, utilizing an assumed
measure of damages, through oral presentation at the January 5 meeting.
a.

Unlimited Guarantee

The unlimited guarantee would consist of the assumption by the
Parents of all financial obligations of the franchise. Whatever
the monetary amount of damages turned out to be, based upon application of the measure of recovery, would be owing by either United
of Denver separately, Tribune of Chicago separately, or those two
Companies jointly. There would be a direct right of action against
the two Companies without the requirement that remedies first be
exhausted against the local operator.
b.

Limited Guarantee on System Completion

This alternative involves essentially the same approach and
formula for the measure of damages as does the unlimited guarantee.
However, under this alternative, the parties would select a monetary
limit by which the liability of the Parent Companies for the entirety
of the damages resulting from breach would not be exceeded.
The difficulty with this type of an approach is finding a
rational basis for establishment of a monetary limit. No one now
knows what the cost of completion of the System, given various breach
contingencies, might be. Nor can it be estimated what the market
value of the completed System might be in the event of various competitive contingencies. Therefore, the value of this approach would
lie primarily in its guarantee of a significant "sting" of the
Parents should abandonment of the franchise seem advisable, without
the assurance that the community would necessarily be made whole by
the recovery.
c.

Guarantee 0112y of Community Obligations

Under this alternative, the City and County might ignore the
contingency of insuring completion of the System should the breach
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occur before total build-out. The focus would be placed exclusively
upon a guarantee of-the promised financial commitments to the com-.
munity over the life of the franchise.
.Under this approach, a potential scenario would be that a
breach occurs in advance of completion. Abuyer of the System would
be found who would be willing to complete the System either as
originally promised or in some modified form, and willing to perform
some, all or none of the service and community grant obligations
of the franchise during its term. The uncompleted system would then
be marketed to such a buyer at the best bargain which the then current
market would bear, regardless of whether the franchise obligations
would be satisfied by the buyer.
The Commission would then look to the Parent Companies for
recovery of the loss of community benefits proximately caused by
the breach and the inability of the market to yield a buyer who
would perform the obligations.. Under these circumstances, the
monetary guarantee would be calculated on the basis of the sum of
local community financial commitments contained in the Application,
and which the City and County deem deserving of guarantee.
The Executive Director of the Commission has prepared a list of
the amounts of financial promises which UTC has made to the community. The list has been ordered in a priority which he would
recommend the Commission consider, if there were to be a desire to
guarantee commitments less than the total magnitude of the dollar
volumes promised. In adopting this alternative, the Commission might
select the total dollar amount, or some lesser amount predicated
either upon the priorities suggested by the Executive Director, its
own priorities, or a coalescence of priority considerations and
negotiating-compromise considerations. Obviously, selection of the
dollar amount is a pure policy issue. The Director's list is attached.
It should be noted that one failure of this type of approach
is its inability to guarantee receipt of any particular level of
Franchise Fees. Since the buyer of the System might or might not
provide the same type or level of services initially envisioned, the
Franchise Fees received would not necessarily correspond to those
projected in the Application by UTC, and would not be countenanced
by the guarantee. Nor would this approach guarantee that the type
of Cable Television System promised by UTC would actually be completed, or that the types of Home Entertainment and Non-Entertainment
Services proposed would actually be provided.*
*Technically none of the alternative forms of guarantees would
insure delivery of the types of services promised. Specific performance would be the only remedy by wnich such an obligation could

be enforced. It is not clear that a court would order specific
performance of any of the franchise obligations.
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Finally, it should be noted that if the Governing Bodies elect
a form of limited monetary guarantee which is measured solely by
the value of some or all of the promised community contributions,
it is recommended that there be no commitment at this time that
the damages tote 'covered would be expended for any particular purpose,
and particularly no commitment that payment would be made to any
entity or organization deprived of benefits promised by the franchise.
For this reason, there would be no practical difference between the
type of guarantee envisioned by this alternative, and the one discussed under sub-heading "b", above. Only the basis for measurement
of the monetary limit would differ, in that under this alternative
the measurement would be related to the volume of promised grants.
3. Failure of Negotiations
On December 15, 1982, the Joint Sub-Committees requested that
Staff make a recommendation respecting the manner in which the
Governing Bodies might proceed should the Bodies elect to rescind
the tentative selection of UTC or fail to adopt a Resolution Offering
the Franchise.
Section 5.50.214 provides that at any time prior to adoption of
the Resolution Offering the Franchise the tentative selectee may
be rejected, and that the Resolution Offering the Franchise must
be adopted within six months following tentative selection (i.e.,
March 27, 1983). If either the tentative selectee is rejected or
the Resolution is not adopted within six months, all bids are deemed
rejected. The Governing Bodies ordered the insertion of these provisions as a matter of policy in order to reduce the risk that losing
competitors would continue to vie for the franchise between the date
of tentative selection and adoption of the Resolution.
Should UTC be rejected as the tentative selectee or the Resolution not be adopted within six months, Staff recommends that the
Ordinance not be amended in order to permit consideration of other
Applications. Rather, should the Governing Bodies desire to proceed
with the franchising process, it is recommended that a new Request
for Proposals be immediately issued with a deadline for response of
30 days.
The Request for Proposals should include the exact terms of
the guarantee desired, and Applicants should make or revise their
proposals in light thereof. The foregoing would enable interested
Applicants to either reduce or enhance the proposals which have
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previously been filed. Such a short submission time would not, in
all likelihood, permit other competitors to enter the Sacramento
market. However, that opportunity has already been afforded.

L. B. ELAN
County Counsel
LBE:ph
cc: Robert Smith, Executive Director
Cable Television Commission
James Jackson, City Attorney
Brent Bleier, Special Counsel
William Cullen, United-Tribune Cable Company

Attachment I, Page 1

SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN CABLE COMMISSION
FUNDING COMMITTMENT PRIORITIES

$306 Million Total Cost of System (Using Minimum Guarantees) (a)
$213.5 Million
5.0
39.2
17.1
13.7
12.2
5.0

Subscriber network construction costs
Franchise Fees
Community Use facilities and operations
Community Group Grants '
Local Origination facilities and operations
Institutional Network. construction costs
Institutional use Grants

$36.7

Total Minimum Liability

MIN IMUM GUARANTEE

25 Million

(in Millions)

(in Millions)

(Includes $2.5 Million
construction bond)
$5.0 Million

UNCOVERED LIABILITY

COVERED

Street and Public Easement Reparations
Administrative and legal fees

2.5
2.5

All Community Use operations
Local Origination facilities
Institutional Network Construction
Institutional Grants

Total

5.0

$301.1 Million

Street and Public Easement Reparations
Administrative and legal fees
.
1/3 Community use facilities and
operations*
5C3 (for community grant distribution)

2.5
4.9

213 Community use operations
Local Origination operations

13.0
4.4

* 1/2 CTC, 3 CRC plus 23 staff positions

Community Grants
--Religious Consortium
- -EdutatiOnal Consortium
- -Health Consortium

--EVIE
--Library

Institutional Network construction
Institutional Grants

Total
24.9

$280.8 Million
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MINIMUM GUARANTEE

UNCOVERED LIABILITY

'COVERED

$50 Million

1

Street and Public Easement Reparations 2.5
Administrative and legal fees 4.9
1/2 Community use facilities and
operations**
19.6
SC3 (for community grant distribution) 17.1***

1/2 Community use operations
Local Origination operations
Institutional Network construction
Institutional Grants
(If money goes to 5C3, .3441.342 groups
probably will not get fullfunding.)

Total

$261.7 Million

44.0

** CTC, 2 SAC, 3 CRC plus 35 staff positions
1
***"Could be used to fund .3441.342 grantees at
1
minimum levels. $2 million allocated to
C-Span project reverts to SC3 for Reallocation
$75 Million

Street and Public Easement Reparations
Administrative and legal fees
All Community Use , facilities and
operations ****
SC3 for community grant distribution
(or all .3441.342 grantees)
All Local Origination operations

17.1
13.T

Total

77,3

Institutional Network construction
Institutional Grants

2.5
4.9

(If full funding goes to SC3, .3441.342
grantees probably will not get full
funding)

39.2

$128.4

**** 1 CTC, 3 SAC, 6 CRC plus 70 staff positions

$100 Million

(a)

Street and Public Easement Rdparations
Administrative and legal fees
All Community use facilities and
operations
SC3 (or all .344/.342 grantees)
All Local Origination operations
Institutional Network construction
Institutional Grants

39.2
17.1
13.7
12.1
5.0

Total

94.4

Guarantees not included are:

.

- 37. Franchise Fee
--Subscriber Services
Entertainment
Interactive
C,rviritV

$211.1 million subscriber network
construction cost

2.5
4.9

(If full funding goes to SC3, .3441.342 '
grantees probably will not get full
funding.)

.

--Percentage of Subscriber revenue sharing
dUe to SC3, KVIE, and Educational Consortium
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ROBERT E. SMITH
EXECU7IVE DIREOUR

December 28, 1982

William R. Cullen, President
United Tribune Cable
1025 19th Street, Suite 10
Sacramento, CA. 95814
Dear Bill:
Per your request, I have attached a position paper outlining the needs of
local government agencies relating to the two channels dedicated to government users on the subscriber network.
I am suggesting that program authority rest with the respective governing
bodies, with the Commission staff responsible for daily operations. Equipment and production staff will be provided by UTC, as indicated in your
proposal. I have attached relevant sections for your information.
I am estimating that to sufficiently equip the County and the Cities of
Sacramento, Folsom, and Galt will cost approximately $500,000. Since
$150,000 has already been budgeted by UTC to equip a local government:teleconferencing Center, $350,000 would still need to be financed for government
programming purposes.
The equipment configuration suggested is only one alternative to providing
appropriate access to equipment and staff for government users. 1 look forward to hearing from you regarding other ideas of how to meet government
programming and production needs.

We also need clarification regarding inclusion of the City of Galt in government programming activities. It is not mentioned in your proposal, and we
assume this was merely an oversight, and not an intentional omission.
Your prompt response to this position paper would be appreciated. Feel free to
call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

0
BOB SMITH, Executive Director
Sacramento Metropolitan Cable
Television Commission
RES:jc
Attachment
CC: Members, Board of Supervisors; Members, City Council
City of Folsom; City of Galt
Lee Elam; Jim Jackson.; Brent Bleier; Bill Freeman; Mac Mailes

RESPONSE TO UTC'S REQUEST FOR POTENTIAL UTILIZATION OF CHANNELS
4 AND 24 BY THE COUNTY AND CITIES

This preliminary report outlines the production capabilities
and associated equipment costs needed to ensure the Cities and
County can adequately program Channel 4 and 24 - the two government channels, during the life of the Franchise. This report is
based on two underlying assumptions.
1) UTC will be supplying the bulk of the equipment and
staff necessary for producing government programming
through their network of 10 Community Production
Facilities, and Local Origination Facilities.
City and County staff will require sufficient in-house
access to equipment and trained staff to encourage production activity and cable utilization.
There are three primary activities that will require production
equipment:
1)

Live and taped replay of Governing Bodies' meeting on
a regular basis. (Estimated at minimum of 50 hours/week.)

2)

Video programs produced by government staff.

3)

Video tele-conferencing on the Institutional Network.

To ensure that adequate hardware is available to meet potential
demand for such activities by all the participating Governing
Bodies, the following equipment configurations are suggested.
1)

County of Sacramento
The Board Chambers have been designed to easily accommodate a "mini-studio" that would allow live cablecasting
of all meetings occuring in the Chambers. There are
three small rooms behind the Chambers that have been
designed to accommodate a TV Control Center, an editing
suite, and portable equipment storage. Conduit is
already in place to accommodate camera cables. Lights
and audio requirements are also already available.

Primary costs for equipment and installation will be
approximately $100,000
.
(See detailed summary of
equipment costs attached to this report.)
In addition to the "mini-studio" designed to cablecast
meetings, it is suggested that two portable production
units be available at the Administration Center to serve
both tele-conferencing and production needs, and two
portable production units be located at the Bradshaw
Center complex for similar purposes. UTC has budgeted
$150,000 for a Local Government Teleconferencing Center which will
cover some of these costs.
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A basic editing system should be located at both the
Administration Center and Bradshaw Road to accommodate government users.

2)

City of Sacramento
The City Council Chambers are extremely small and
cramped. Staff there indicated that any additional
cameras and people would not be possible. It is
suggested that three surveilance-type cameras be
mounted on the walls, with a remote control operation center located in a closet near the Chambers.
This design requires only one operator, who need not
be present in the Chambers, and will not require
additional lighting, which was also a concern of
City staff. Equipment and installation for the City
studio would be roughly $75,000.
It is suggested that four portable production units
be distributed among City departments and a basic
editing system be located at City Hall for City staff
use.

3)

City of Galt
The City of Galt has been allocated no production
equipment in UTC's proposal. Galt Concillo is
mentioned as the recipient of a Community Viewing
Center. The nearest UTC facility to Galt is 15 miles,
at Consumnes River College.
It is suggested that a "mini-studio" be installed at
Galt City Hall to allow live cablecasting of City
meetings. This would cost roughly $75,000.1n addition, Galt should receive two portable units and an
editing system. If the City Council were amenable
to allowing city residents to use the equipment, this
would ensure access to basic production equipment.

4)

City of Folsom
UTC has located a Community Resource Center in Folsom
that will be available to both residents and city staff.
For this reason, it is suggested that a mobile van be
included in the overall government equipment package
whose primary responsibility would be to cover Folsom
meetings as a supplement to equipment provided by the
CRC- This van would also be available on a shared
basis for other County and City production projects.
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Staff Costs

It is anticipated that the majority of production be provided by
UTC. Any additional staff could be hired on an hourly basis, as
needed. The Commission should bedget for two full-time professional:staff - a technical manager to monitor and supervise equipment use, and a program developer to work with the County staff
to write scripts and produce programs.
A detailed equipment cost summary is attached.

ESTIMATED GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT COSTS

1)

County of
a)

Sacramento

Administration Center
Studio in Board Chambers
Equipment
Installation & Wiring
Total

•

75,000
25,000
$100;000

Portable Equipment Center
(2) Portable Units
Editing System

$

20,000
15,000

$

20,000
15,000

Bradshaw Center
(2) portable Units
Editing System

TOTAL

2)

City of
a)

$170,000

Sacramento

Studio

in Council Chambers
Equipment
Installation

& Wiring

Total

$ 50,000
lq,000
$ 60,000

Portable Equipment

3)

4 Portable Units
Editing System

$ 40,000
15,000

TOTAL

$115,000

City of Galt
a)

Studio

in Council Chambers
Equipment
Installation & Wiring
Total:

* $150,000 budgeted by UTC for Teleconferencing Center.

$ . 50,000
10,000
$ 60,000

*

Estimated Government Equipment Costs (Con't)
Page 2

City of Galt
b) Portable Production Center
(2) portable units
Editing System
TOTAL

$ 20,000
15,000
$ 95,000

4) City of Folsom
a) Portable van (available to all government users)
(1) Portable unit
Total
Total estimated government equipment package

$ 75,000
10,000
$ 80,000

$465,000

(5) The minimum numbers of hours respecting Community
Use Programming to be produced by local nonprofit community organizations; and
(6) Volumes of hours of automated Community Use
Programming, as distinguished from regular nonautomated Community Use Programming, if such
automated Programming is to be shown.
b.

A commitment by the applicant to provide during the
entire term of the Franchise all hours of programming
which it has proposed in the schedules identified by
subparagraph we, above;

c.

A description of the location, nature and extent of
studio facilities, production equipment and personnel
and other resources proposed to be made available
at the sole cost of the applicant and without any
charge whatsoever to produce and assist the County,
Cities and local non-profit community organizations
in the presentation of Community Use Programming. The
applicant shall indicate whether the studio facilities,
production equipment, staffing resources and other
resources will be exclusively available for Community
Use Programming to the County, Cities and local nonprofit community organizations, or whether such
resources will be shared with the applicant's operation
or others. If shared, specific criteria shall be
stated showing how time priorities will be allocated
among competing interests to insure, for example,
that studio space and production resources will not
be made available to local organizations only at the
least desirable times;

d.

Specific and detailed affirmative strategies to be
utilized by the applicant to solicit and encourage
interest by the County, Cities and local non-profit
community organizations in planning, producing and
presenting Community Use Programming to fulfill the
broadcast time commitments proposed; and

e.

A statement of all criteria intended to be utilized
by the applicant to select between and apportioned
time among local non-profit community organizations,
the County, and the Cities if the demand to produce
Community Use Programming exceeds the broadcast time
proposed in the schedules identified by subparagraph
"a", above.

In addition to the foregoing, and as a part of this
Alternative, An applicant may, but is not required to, propose
in its application a specific number of channels on the
-54-

Applications

Equipment

Cost

Program Support

Cost

Total
Cost

Sacramento Health Cable
Television Consortium
- program production
- video conferencing
-satellite link
-remote CAT scan
capability

6 video modulators
KU Band Earth Station
for American Hospital
Video Network
Shared use of mobile van
Remote CAT Scan
Services
$ 60,000

Programming Grant,
including program
purchases, Personnel
Teletex software
development
$150,000

$210,000

Local Government
Teleconferencing
Resource Center
Equipment Bank including
modulators, cameras, audio
150,000
equipment, etc.

150,000

Sacramento Area
Educational Consortium
for Instructional Television
-UC Davis Microwave
Link (part of
regional interconnect)
-color receivers
-production equipment

Hardware Grant

1,000,000

Replacement Grant
auilding Space-15,000 sq. ft.

1,000,000

Operating Funds

5,629,000
783,400
9,162,400*

750,000

Traffic Control
for Cit

and County

-intersection
signalization

* Also listed in Form,K

•ultisonics Traffic
Control Systems
City equipment
County equipment

378,000
376,000

Data communication
network use--15 years
free access

36,000

790,000

FORM L

Page 2h of 2
ADDITIONAL RATES

(a)

Studio and Equipment Usage Rates
(1)

Local Government Users-Non-Cable
Productions
Studio
Mobile Van
Editing
Staff(1)

(2)

$50.00/hour
50.00/hour; $300/day
25.00/hour
15.00/person/hour

No
No
No
No

Charge
Charge
Charge
Charge

Commercial Users-Non-Cable
Productions
Studio
Mobile Van
Editing
Staff(1)

(b)

Cable
Productions

$125.00/hour
95.00/hour; $600/day
45.00/hour
20.00/person/hour

Cable
Productions
$50.00/hour
40.00/hour
20.00/hour
20.00/hour

Commercial Use (Leased Channel) Rates
(1)

In general, commercial use (leased access) rates will be
determined by the total volume of time purchased, the
day parts purchased (e.g., prime time vs. early fringe)
and the total size of the subscriber base at the time of
purchase. Representative rates for commercial use below
are for illustrative purposes only.

(2)

Commercial Users
1 hour single time use
$ 100,00
75.00
1-3 hours single use
50.00
1-3 hours two or more uses (per use)
35.00
More than three hours/day
1 hour: 25-51 times/year
75.00
50.00
1 hour: 52 times/year or more
Dedicated annual use
Negotiable

(1)

One hour minimum applies.

(2)

Plus override negotiation if channel use is for revenue
generation purposes by for-profit organization.

Page 19zzz of 25

Form K

COMMUNITY USE FACILITIES--.338
Indicate whether the studio facilities, production equipment,
staffing resources and other resources will be exclusively
available for community use programming to local governmental
agencies and local non-profit community organizations, or
whether such resources will be shared with the Franchisee's
operation or others. If shared, specific criteria shall be
stated showing how time priorities will be allocated among
competing interests to insure, for example, that studio space
and production resources will not be made available to local
organizations only at the least desirable times.
(- studios ith the franchisee for
Community Users will share two
local origination and o
applic_atiorIsL. These
----THEUrraies aLt_lhg_a2nELLILLtY._2VJ.t?112.21LP and Studio A, both
in the Community Telecommunication Center. these are two
production facilities having audience areas. The procedure for
allocation of use for these faciities will be as follows:
1.

Up until two weeks prior to the planned day of use,
only
l oc al go.vexnmental agencies and non-profit
community
organizations
confirmed
may
receive
reservations for these facilities. The cable
operator may request time before the two week period,
but these requests will not be honored if a community
user wishes to reserve the same facility at the same
time.

2.

Beginning two weeks before the planned day of use,
the cable operator may reserve time in these
facilities, for either local origination production
or rental to another entity.

3.

Should time and staff be available, United-Tribune
at its discretion,
allow both profit and
may,
non-profit users to obtain time in these facilities
with little or no advance notice.

4.

Exceptions to the above requested by united-Tribune
subject to the approval of the Sacramento
are
Communi ty
Corpjazatican,..
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united-tribune
Cable OF SACRAMENTO
1025 19itt Street, Suite 10
Sacramento, California 95814
918.448.8766

January 4, 1983

The Honorable Ted Sheedy
and Members, Board of Supervisors
County of Sacramento
700 H Street
Sacramento, California 95814
The Honorable Burnett Miller
and Members, Sacramento City Council
Sacramento City Hall
915 I Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Gentlemen and Ladies:
The purpose of this letter and the accompanying material is to address the issue of corporate parent liability and to clarify any
misunderstanding which may exist concerning the capital structure
and asset base of United-Tribune Cable of Sacramento.
The Tribune Company and United Cable Television Corporation hereby
reaffirm to the governing bodies of Sacramento City and County
that United-Tribune of Sacramento has the unqualified support of
each corporate parent. To that end, the corporate parents will
become jointly and severally liable for the obligations of the
franchise. This assumption of liability enhances our original
commitments by allowing the Commission a direct cause of action
against either or both corporate parents. Such an unqualified endorsement eliminates any concern on the part of the governing
bodies that the parent companies intend, or may later seek, to insulate themselves from this undertaking.

January 4, 1983
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The Honorable Ted Sheedy
The Honorable Burnett Miller

We accept the concept of this commitment as originally prepared by
the Commission staff. The language with which we concur is as
follows:
The obligations of the franchisee hereunder shall be the
direct, joint and several obligations of United-Tribune
of Sacramento (UTC), United Cable Television Corporation
(United), and Tribune Company (Tribune), and shall not
be deemed to be secondary in nature or those of a
guarantor or a surety. By the filing of the Certificate
of Acceptance hereto, United, UTC and Tribune expressly
agree that in the event of any default or breach by the
franchisee, SMCTC, the City or County may proceed
directly against United and/or Tribune in any liti4ation
which may be undertaken without first seeking a judgment
or satisfaction thereof from UTC.
While United and Tribune now unconditionally assume the joint and
several liability requested by the governing bodies,these companies do not accept in principle or otherwise the provision establishing the measure of damages prior to any breach as originDamages are traditionally
ally proposed by the Commission staff.
determined in a court of law through well-established procedures.
We expect, as is only fair and reasonable, that we will be entitled to such traditional procedures in the unlikely event of a
breach.
The Tribune Company, united Cable Television Corporation, and
their joint venture, United-Tribune of Sacramento, look forward to
building and operating the most modern cable communication system
in the nation here in Sacramento. However, these good-faith intentions notwithstanding, we acknowledge the legitimate interest
of the governing bodies in protecting their position reasonably
and fairly. We believe a joint assumption by the corporate
parents with UTC of the obligations and privileges of the
franchise fully provides that protection. This commitment is extraordinary and provides the City and County with a measure of
security unprecedented in our industry.
This joint and several endorsement is by any measure substantial.
The Tribune Company and United Cable Television Corporation
presently reflect a combined net worth exceeding $730,000,000.
IAI
1.1 r
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The Honorable Ted Sheedy
The Honorable Burnett Miller

Nor is the asset base of United-Tribune of Sacramento
insignificant. As demonstrated by the attached materials more
than $170,000,000 in assets will have been put into place in
Sacramento by the end of 1988. Further, the parent companies will
have jointly contributed to this undertaking some $60,000,000 in
equity. No other business of this magnitude in our community
would be regarded as an insubstantial "shell".
UTC looks to this venture as a true partnership with the
Sacramento community officials and its citizens, the purpose of
which is to achieve mutual benefits and rewards. Your selection
of UTC as the "best" for Sacramento followed a rigorous examination of all applicants for the cable franchise, and you are entitled to expect that the vows exchanged between us will persevere
and that the proposed system will mature to a ,reality. In order
to accomplish this end, performance goals and standards, and not
the intimate involvement of the Commission in the day-to-day business decisions of UTC, should be the focus of negotiations. A
mutuality of purpose mandates a reasonable degree of _reciprocal
trust and goodwill with the inherent flexibility to make business
decisions within the appropriate context. As we have discussed
with each of you this week, we trust that future negotiations can
be conducted in such a climate.
We will be pleased to respond to any inquiries you might have.
Very truly yours,

William R. Cullen
President
Attachments

UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO
COMBINED NET WORTH OF PARENT COMPANIES
The most recent annual reports of the parent companies of
United Tribune Cable of Sacramento reveal the following significant
equity position of the parent companies:

Parent Company
Tribune Company
United Cable Television
Corporation

Stockholders' Investment
Per Most Recent Annual
Report_
$635,182,000
97 513 000
$732,695,000

UN I TED-- TR I BUNE CABLE
The combined net worth or

the parent companies,

Tribune Company and United Cable Television,
amounts to:

UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO
NOTES TO CAPITAL EXPENDITURE GRAPH
The purpose of the following line graph is to demonstrate the
rapid investment in the physical plant for this franchise.
The cluster bar chart following presents summaries of:
•

Annual capital expenditures over the 15 year franchise
period, and

•

Cummulative capital expenditures over the same 15 year
franchise period.

The accompanying table presents annual and cummulative capital
expenditures as presented in the pro forma financial projections
submitted as part of United Tribune Cable's proposal.
The final bar chart presented reflects the time phased
planned expenditures in Sacramento over the first five years of the
franchise period. The following items of expenditures are
separately graphed:
•

Receiving and Distribution System

•

Drops and Converters

•

Other Capital Expenditures

•

Capital and Community Grants
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PROJECTED CAP I TAL EXPEND I TURES
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UNITED TRIBUNE CAFILE OF SACRAMENTO
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

YEAR

ANNUAL

CUMMULATIVE

CAPITAL EXP.
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UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO
NOTES TO THE CLUSTER BAR CHART
ILLUSTRATING PROJECTED CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
A rapid and significant contribution of equity capital is
planned for the Sacramento franchise. This graph dramatically
illustrates this concept. The following types of information are
presented in this graph:
•

Annual capital contributions to the Sacramento franchise,

•

The cummulative capital contributions for this franchise.

It is significant that over $60 million of capital
contributions is planned and that this infusion will substantially
occur before the end of the fourth year of the franchise period.
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UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO
PROJECTED CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
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UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO
NOTES TO SOURCES AND USES PIE CHART
The following pie chart graphically depicts the flow of funds
during the first five years of the franchise period.
The chart demonstrates that, by the end of year five, approximately $178 million will have been expended on the Sacramento
system.
The financing of this investment is planned as follows:
Sources of Funds:
Parent Company Contributed Capital
Net Operating Cash Flow
Bank Borrowings

$ 60,577,000
26,357,000
90,865,000
$177,799.000

The funds will be invested as follows:
Uses of Funds:
Investment in Receiving and Distribution
System
Investment in Drops and ConvertersCapital and Community Grants
Other Capital Costs

$ 85,995,000
=- 40,790,000
22,561,000
28,453,000
$177,799.000

Significant other community programming and other operating
contributions for Sacramento are treated as operating expenses.
These amounts are presented net, within Net Operating Cash Flow.
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UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO
DISCUSSION NOTES TO LINE GRAPH OF TOTAL AVAILABLE CAPITAL

VS. CUMULATIVE CAPITALIZED COSTS
This graph plots the following two items:
•

Total available capital - contributed capital of the
joint venture parent companies plus accumulated net
operating cash flow from operations (green line).

•

Cumulative capital expenditures (red dotted line).

This is a very informative.graph. The graph clearly
demonstrates that the joint venture parents have a very significant
investment in this franchise from a very early point.
The graph illustrates that by year ten the amount of equity in
this endeavor actually exceeds the capital costs of the endeavor;
the theoretical cash breakeven point had been achieved by that
year.
•

In years one through ten, in which the capital costs exceed
the parent's equity in this investment, the difference is funded by
bank loan borrowings. This area of the graph is shaded in blue.
The area shaded in orange represents the net ultimate cash
flow resulting from planned franchise operations.
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UNITED. TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO

SUMMARY OF PROJECTED SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS
DURING THE 15 YEAR FRANCHISE PERIOD
The following summary of the projected cash flow of the
project demonstrates the magnitude of this entire undertaking.
Interest and community grants are included in the pro forma
projections as operating expenses and are therefore reflected net
within the cash flow from operations.

UNITED TRIBUNE CABLE OF SACRAMENTO

SUMMARY OF PROJECTED SOURCES AND USES
OF FUNDS DURING 15 YEAR FRANCHISE PERIOD
(000'S OMITTED)

SOURCES OF FUNDS:
Contributed equity
Bank borrowings
Cash flow from operations
Total sources of funds
USES OF FUNDS: •
Capital expenditures
Loan repayments
Total uses of funds
Net cash flow

$ 60,577
90,865
314,440
465,882

246,832
90,865
337,697
$128,185
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ROBERT E. SMITH
ZXEELJTIVE DiRECTCP

December 28, 1982

John Hershberger
KVIE
P.O. Box 6
Sacramento, CA 95801
Dear John:
Thank you for meeting with us on Monday regarding Channels 4 and 24.
I have attached a copy of our preliminary position paper regarding
these channels for your files. As you know, this is not a final
position paper.
I look forward to your response next week regarding how these two
channels could fit into your overall operation. We have also contacted UTC and the City Managers to elicit their suggestions. We
plan to develop a final position paper on the operation of channels
4 and 24 by the end of January.
Again, thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely,

BOB SMITH, Executive Director
Sacramento Metropolitan Cable
Television Commission
RES:jc
Attachment
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ROBERT E. SMITH
VXECUTIVE DIREtT017

December 27, 1982

PRELIMINARY POSITION PAPER ON THE MANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT CHANNELS 4 AND 24

Two channels on the UTC subscriber network are dedicated to government programming - Channel 4 for County programming and Channel 24 for City of Sacramento,
Folsom and State Agencies programs. The City of Galt is not included in the
channel descriptions of UTC's proposal.
Two government channels have been given to KVIE with the intent that KVIE
provide production assistance and playback services for the governing bodies.
UTC has indicated that no specific breakdown of resources was made on KVIE's
equipment and operating grant respective to use by the Governing bodies.
In a letter from KVIE dated November 18, 1982, they indicated that production
and playback services could be made available on a cost recovery basis. The
operating funds of $269,000 per year anticipated from UTC would not even cover
the cost of operating KVIE's life enhancement channel. KVIE has not indicated
whether any equipment would be allocated for Government programming, or what
charges would be incurred.
The Ordinance requires that any Community Use Facilities provided by the
operator be made available to the County and Cities free of charge (Ord. 5.50.338 (c)).
In addition, UTC has stated in their proposal that all local origination facilities
and staff will be made available to the Governing Bodies at no charge to produce
Government programming. (Form L, page 2h of 2) Priority will be given to the
Governing Bodies for use of Local origination facilities up to two weeks prior to
date of anticipated use. (Form K page 19zzz of 25). UTC has also budgeted $150,000
for a Local Government Teleconferencing Center. (Form I, Institutional Network Grants.)
It is staff's position that the Governing Bodies should receive free access to the
equipment, facilities, staff, and playback services needed to produce programming

for channels 4 and 24. If these items are to be provided by KVIE, then such terms
should be included in the UTC/KVIE contract.
If KVIE is not able to provide these services free of charge, then staff is recom
mending reallocation of the two Government cahnnels from KVIE for operation by the
Commission, on behalf of the Governing Bodies. The Commission would then work
directly with UTC to ensure Government programming needs are met.

-

Regardless of which management structure is developed, the following elements need
to be addressed:

„

December 27, 1982
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1.

Programming Authority - Ultimate authority over what is placed on channels
4 and 24 rests with the County Board of Supervisors and the City Councils
of Sacramento and Folsom, (The city of Galt is not mentioned in UTC's
proposal for government programming Was this an oversight or an intentional
omission?)

2. Funding - Funding for the operation of channels 4 and 24 could come from the
franchise fee given to the Commission by UTC. Since basic production services
will be provided free of charge, funding will be primarily for coordinating
staff, materials, and special production services.
3

Equipment - A basic equipment package should be designed for the exclusive
use of government programmers. It should include both fixed and portable
equipment and editing facilities. This equipment could be combined with
equipment from UTC or KVIE to ensure adequate production facilities without
duplication. An initial equipment cost would be approximately $500,000 with
an additional fund for replacement of the equipment- There are several alternatives requiring this capital outlay: (a) Request KVIE to allocate money from
their initial grant plus their replacement grant to purchase equipment as specified by the Commission for government use. This could be done by UTC in its
contract with KVIE; (b) Have UTC remove money from KVIE's total grant of
$6 million for capital costs and purchase equipment for Commission use. (c)
Have the Commission purchase and subsequently own equipment using franchise
fee revenue, leaving KVIE's equipment grant intact.

4

Staff - Technical and production staff would be acquired through outside contractors. Through the early development stages. Commission staff would fill the
role of "Executive Producer” responsible for coordinating productions with department staff, scheduling and promoting programs on the channels. As volume and
complexity of programs increase, it may be desirable to contract out this Executive Producer function to a professional production organization.

5. Programming - It is anticipated that the bulk of the programming on these two
channels will be regular coverage of meetings, taped playback of meetings, and
alpha-numeric bulletin boards displaying meeting times, agendas, up-coming
events, etc. There are approximately 50 hours per week of meetings by both the
Cities and County that could be cablecast live on a regular basis. In addition,
City and County departments will be producing programs for the public on topics
of special interest. Connie Miottel, Public Information Officer for the City of
Sacramento, has indicated that many City departments are eager to use cable as
an information tool. Teleconferencing will be done primarily on the Institutional
Network.
6.

Production - The majority of production would be done by staff provided by either
UTC or KVIE. Any specialized production work could be handled on a contract basis,
allowing UTC, KVIE, or an independent production company to bid on an RFP. Some
sample costs of one hour of studio production time:
KVIE
}CCTV
Media Services
UTC

$1000/Hr.
$ 450/Hr.
$ 300/Hr,
no charge

Broadcast Station
Broadcast Station
Independent Production Company
For Government Use

December 27, 1982
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7. Playback and Cablecasting Services - Playback and live cablecasting of government programs should be provided by either UTC or KVIE free of charge.
Before we can proceed in developing an appropriate management structure for
channels 4 and 24,we need further clarification from KVIE as to what specific
services they will provide to the Governing Bodies free of charge. We can then
determine whether or not to recommend reallocation of channels 4 and 24 to the
Governing Bodies.
We also need clarification from UTC regarding the involvement of the City of
Galt in programming on channel 4.
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December 23, 1982

John D. Hershberger
President and General Manager
KV1E Channel 6
P. O. Box 6
Sacramento, California 95801

THIS LETTER ALSO SENT TO:
Tom Hoeber, California Journal
Betty Moulds, CSUS

Dear John:
Attached is a concept paper on the California C-Span Project proposed
by United Tribune. My staff has done some preliminary research on the
project and it is clear that a firm commitment to undertake the project
cannot be made for inclusion in the Resolution offering the Franchise.
Therefore, 1 am suggesting that UTC fund a 2-year project to research
and develop the California C-Span operation. This is a suggested concept only, which you may wish to modify or reject and submit a wholly
different approach. However, a contract outlining the responsibilities
of UTC, KV1E, the California Journal and CSUS as participants in this
development project must be included in the Resolution.
Because such a contract must be approved by the Commission, 1 would
recommend that the contract be sent to my office no later than February
My staff will be happy to assist you in any way to work out
11, 1983.
the details of this agreement.
Sincerely,

BOB SMITH, Executive Director
Sacramento Metropolitan Cable
Television Commission
RES:ab
Attachment
cc: Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, City Council
City Council of Folsom
City Council of Galt
Orvell Fletcher
William R. Cullen; Mary Lou Wright; Suzanne Wood (United Tribune)
Lee Elam; Jim Jackson; Brent Bleier; Bill Freeman; Mac Mailes
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CONCEPT OF CALIFORNIA C-SPAN
December 23, 1982
United Tribune has proposed a California C-Span project which would provide
coverage of legislative activities from the State Capitol to cable subscribers throughout California. This project is planned as a 4-way venture between UTC, KVIE, the California Journal and CSUS. UTC is offering to grant
$1 million in capital equipment costs and an additional $1 million in replacement equipment to KVIE for the C-Span Operation.
The California C-Span Project is a complex one whose success depends on a
number of contingencies. Some of the more important items that must be resolved before success of the project can be guaranteed are:

.1)

Approval by the Assembly and Senate of the entire concept, as well as
issues of:
a)

Type of coverage (eg. gavel-to-gavel, interpretive, studio)

b)

Whether they would participate with a vendor like KVIE, or operate
it with theft own staff.

Availability of a suitable satellite transponder, or other means of state-

2)

wide distribution. (Non-profit rates for transponder time are $750,000/
year; commercial rates are much higher.)
3)
,

4)

Interest on the part of cable operators statewide to pay for a C-Span
(National C-Span rates vary from I - 31- /subscriber/cable
service.
company.)
Ensuring that Sacramento subscribers do not pay a disproportionate share
of either the development cost or operating costs of the project.

Because of the many unknown factors involved in this venture, it is recommended that the contract relating to C-Span contained in the Resolution include the following provisions:

1)

Participation by UTC, KVIE, California Journal and CSUS.

2)

UTC to provide funding to these entities to undertake feasibility studies

and development activities relating to C-Span. This "seed funding" could
come from the C-Span capital equipment funds budgeted for KVIE. Specific
duties could include:

CONCEPT OF CALIFORNIA C-SPAN

Page 2

a)

Developing production concept and obtaining approval from Legislative Bodies regarding format and agreement of vendor.

b)

Research cost and availability of transponder time and research
alternative distribution methods.

c)

Developing capital and operating budgets for the projects.

d)

Perform marketing study to ascertain statewide cable operators willingness to financially support the project.

3)

A final report and recommendation be completed no later than 24 months
after contract is signed.

4)

If the project is "Go", an equitable statewide share-of-cost fee schedule
be developed. Any money spent by UTC (i.e. Sacramento subscribers) above
and beyond a proportionate share be reimbursed to UTC for the purpose of
providing promised capital equipment or operating grants to support the
project.

5)

If the project is a "No-Go", remaining money budgeted for the C-Span
Projects reverts to the Commission to be used to benefit the Sacramento
subscribers.

Based on discussions with the national C-Span Project, $50,000 - $100,000/
year would be adequate to fund a 2-year development and research project.
Annual operating costs could be as high as $1 - 3 million. The $1 million
budgeted for capital equipment grants should be adequate.
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ROBERT E, SMITH
EXECUTIVE DIPECTOR

December 22, 1982

Mr. John Hershberger
President & General Manager
KVIE
P.O. Box 6
Sacramento, CA. 95801
Dear John:
Thank you for your thoughtful comments regarding the SC3 By-Laws and
the Community Programming Terms & Conditions, I would like to take
this opportunity to respond to the concerns you articulated at the
December 15 : public hearing.

By-Laws - Public Access. 5G3 will be able to deny any request by UTC
to reallocate public access channels. Your comment is excellent and
common sense dictates that the operator's past encouragement of public
access will be a factor in SC3's decision. The franchise document will
contain requirements of UTC to promote this aspect of the Cable services.
Terms & Conditions - Copyright. As we have indicated earlier, we are
beginning to explore the potential of allowing Community Use Programming
to be used for limited, specific commercial purposes. Until the Ordinance,
is changed, restrictions on commerical use of programs still apply. If
UTC agrees to your restrictions on geographic distribution, we do not
anticipate any problems with such a restriction.
Reporting Requirements. Although I appreciate your concern about excessive reporting requirements, these requirements represent the minimum
required by all County contracts. Because- we are charged with the
responsibility of monitoring the expenditure of subscriber funds, I
cannot, in good conscience, require any less stringent requirements
than those mandated by the County.
Thank you for the language regarding commercial use of Community Programs.
I have passed it along to Lee Elam for his consideration with my recommendation that such a concept and associated language be approved by the
legislative bodies,

December 22, 1982
Page 2
Indemnification. I agree, KVIE is not liable for the faults of UTC & the
Commission. This clause only relates to KVIE's performance of the contract.
If, in the performance of its contractual obligations, KVIE causes a law
suit to occur which also names UTC, the Commission, or the Governing Bodies,
this clause states that KVIE must bear the legal costs associated with such
a lawsuit. This is standard legal practice and included in most contracts.
Again, I appreciate your continued involvement during this very important
development stage. I look forward to meeting with you Monday, December 27,
at 2:00 p.m. in my office to discuss channels 4 and 24.
Sincerely,

bb Smith, Executive Director
Sacramento Metropolitan Cable
Television Commission
RES i jc

cc: Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, City Council
City Council of Folsom
City Council of Galt
Zee Elam; Jim Jackson; Brent Bleier; Bill Freeman; Mac Mailes
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ROBERT E, SMITH
eXPECUTIVE DIRECTOQ

December 22, 1982

To:

Sacramento Metropolitan Cable TV Commission

From:

Bob Smith, Executive Director
Sacramento Metropolitan Cable TV Commission

Subject: CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM REVIEW BY HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.

Attached for your information is a copy of the Cable Television System Review conducted by Hammett & Edison, Inc., the Engineers retained to assist
us in the negotiation process. We have asked United Tribune for an immediate response on several areas of the report, including submission of detailed technical specifications for verifying system quality prior to acti-

vation of each construction segment.
Hammett & Edison is generally impressed with the quality, sophistication
and technical soundness of the UTC system design. They have reported in
Pages 1-1 and 1-2 that the "extremely comprehensive" proposal for local
origination and public access, totalying 45% of operating revenues, would
be likely areas for trimming should UTC encounter financial difficulties.
Also, the review points out that because much of the proposed system is
"threshold technology" with only experimental use of two-way addressability,
I-Net services, and interactive systems in the industry, "early difficulties
can be anticipated."
Also attached Is a copy of the Sacramento Metropolitan Cable TV Commission
opted o December 8, 1982.
By-Laws as

SMITH, Executive Director
Sacramento Metropolitan Cable
Television Commission
RE&:ab
cc.: Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, City Council
City Council of Folsom
City Council of Galt
Lee Elam; Jim Jackson; Brent Bleier; Bill Freeman; Mac Mai les

BY-LAWS OF THE
SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN
CABLE TELEVISION COMMISSION
Adopted: December 8, 1982

1.

ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSION. Pursuant to the provisions of Title 1,
Division 7, Chapter 5 of the Government Code, (commencing with Section
6500), there shall be established a separate and distinct public agency
to be known as the Sacramento Metropolitan Cable Television Commission
(herein referred to as the "Cable Television Commission" or "Commission").

2.

MEMBERSHIP. The Cable Television Commission shall be formed
consist of, as members, the County and the Cities.

3.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS. The powers and authority of the Cable Television
Commission shall be vested in a Board of Directors which consists of
nine (9) members.

by

and

a. Five (5) members of the Board of Directors shall be members of the
Governing Body of the County.
b. One (1) member of the Board of Directors shall be a member of the
Governing Body of either the Municipalities of Folsom or Galt.
c.

Three (3) members of the Board of Directors shall be members of,
appointed by and serve at the pleasure of the Governing Body of the
Municipality of Sacramento.
Each member of the Board of Directors shall be authorized to appoint a
personal representative to attend meetings of the Board in the absence
of the member, and, during sucn meetings, vote and exercise all other
powers of the member. Such an appointment shall be effective when the
member files with the clerk of the Board of Directors a written notice
executed by the member which identifies by name and residential
address the personal representative who has been appointed. Personal
representatives shall serve at the pleasure of the members who appoint
them, and such appointments may be revoked by the filing of written
notice of revocation with the Clerk of the Board of Directors signed
by the member and reciting revocation of the appointment of a
designated personal representative. In the event of removal of any
personal representative which that member has appointed.

d. The Commission shall be governed by the powers of the Commission
vested in a Board of Directors.
1) Meetings of the Board of Directors and of such advisory or other
committees as the Board may appoint, shall be governed by the

BY-LAWS (SMCTC)
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provisions of the Ralpn M. Brown Act (Government Code Sec. 54950 et
seq.). The Board of Directors shall establish a time and place for
its regular meetings, which shall be held not less frequently than
every three (3) months.
2) A majority of the members of the Board of Directors shall
constitute a quorum for the purpose of transacting business.
3) No action taken by the Board of Directors shall be effective except
by duly adopted motion receiving the votes of a majority of the
Directors of the Board.
4) The Board of Directors shall annually elect its Chairperson at a
meeting during the first quarter of each calendar year, beginning
in 1984, or any time the position becomes vacant.
5) The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of the County shall delegate
to the Commission Secretary responsibility for recordation of the
official actions by the Board, and shall be the official custodian
of all records of the Board of Directors.
The County may determine reasonable charges to be made against the
Commission for the services of the Clerk, and the Commission shall
pay such charges.
4. PURPOSES. The purposes of the Cable Television Commission shall be as
follows:
a. To administer pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Franchise
Documents, the Initial CATV Franchise and any franchise subsequently
enacted.
b. To exercise any and all other powers conferred by the Franchise
Documents.
5. DELEGATION OF POWERS. The Board of Directors of the Cable Television
Commission shall be authorized to form and appoint advisory and other
committees of citizens, officials or representatives of concerned
interests, and delegate to each committee such powers and authority
vested in it by the terms of this chapter as it deems appropriate;
provided that the Board of Directors shall reserve the right and
authority by means of appeal or otherwise, to make the final decision
upon any matter relating to issuance or termination of a franchise.
6. POWERS. The Board of Directors of the Commission shall be vested with
the following powers:
a. To employ in the name of the Commission an Executive Director and such
other personnel as the Board of Directors deems appropriate. The
Executive Director shall be appointed by and serve at the pleasure of
the Board of Directors.

BY-LAWS (SMCTC)
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b. To make and enter into contracts in the name of the Commission
including, but not limited to, contracts with the County providing for
provision by County personnel of services for the Commission and
reimbursement of the County by the Commission of the costs thereof.
c. To acquire in the name of the Commission take title to, hold and
dispose of real and personal property.
d. To incur in the name of the Commission debts, liabilities and
obligations, which shall
not consititute debts, obligations or
liabilities of any of the member agencies.
e. To accept in the name of the Commission grants, gifts and donations in
the public interest to carry out the purposes and functions of the
Commission;
f. To establish and provide for the payment of reasonable compensation of
its members or their personal representatives for performance of the
duties of office; and
g. To exercise such other powers as may be expressly conferred.
The Board of Directors shall also be authorized to sue in the name of the
Commission. The Commission shall be subject to suit in its name.
7. RIGHTS, DUTIES AND PRIVILEGES OF CHAIRPERSON. The Chairperson of the
Commission, or such other member as may be presiding, shall be deprived
of none of the rights or privileges of a Director by reason of occupying
the chair, and may move, second and debate from the cnair, subject only
to such limitations of debate as are by these rules imposed on all
members.
The Chairperson shall have the following duties:
a) to preside at all meetings of the Commission;
b) to sign all documents of the Commission as may be required, unless, by
resolution, the governing body appoints another to execute such items
as may be permitted by law;
c) to perform such other and further duties as the governing body may,
from time to time, prescribe;
d) to appoint a Chairperson protem in his or her absence;
e) to appoint with concurrence of the Board, as special, standing ad-hoc
committee members.
8. LIMITATIONS. Pursuant to the provisions of Government Code Section 6509,
the powers of the Commission are subject to the restrictions upon the
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manner of exercising such powers of one (1) of the designated member
agencies. For such purposes, the Municipality of Sacramento is hereby
designated.
9. BUDGET. Prior to July 1st of each fiscal year, the Board of Directors
shall adopt a preliminary budget. Prior to September 1st of each fiscal
year, said Board shall adopt a final budget.
10. PAYMENTS. Not later than the first day of October of each year, the
Commission shall distribute to the County and Cities who are members of
(i) the revenue required to
the Commission the difference between:
finance the costs to be incurred in accordance with the Commission's
Budget (including a reserve for contingencies) for the fiscal year
commencing on the preceding first day of July; and (ii) the revenues from
franchise fees actually received by the Commission pursuant to the
provision of Article 4-d of Sub-Chapter 4 on or before the preceding
first day of August for the preceding fiscal year ending June 30.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Commission shall distribute to said
County and Cities not later than the first day of each October not less
than twenty (20%) percent of the revenue from such franchise fees.
The franchise fees shall be paid to the County and Cities who are members
of the Commission in the same proportion as the ratios which the
population of the unincorporated area of the County and incorporated area
of the Cities bear to the total population of the Sacramento Community,
as disclosed by the Federal Decennial Census for 1980 during the period
ending June 30, 1991, the Federal Decennial Census for 1990 during the
period comMencing July 1, 1991 and ending June 30, 2001, and the Federal
Decennial Census for 2000 during any period succeeding June 30, 2001.
Each distribution shall be accompanied by a statement by the Auditor of
the Commission stating the amounts of all franchise fees received by the
Commission for the distribution period, the dates of receipt, the amount
of revenue required to finance the Commission Budget, and the population
ratios upon which apportionment of the distribution is being made.
The duly appointed
11. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
Executive Director shall be empowered to sign all documents of the
Commission which have been previously authorized by Commission Resolution.
In addition, the Executive Director may sign all documents to purchase
equipment and supplies, or to fill positions, which have been approved in
the Commission Budget.
12. VOTING. On all matters acted upon by the Commission the voting shall be
by roll call, and the ayes, noes and members present but not voting,
shall be entered into the minutes or other records of the meeting.

All action of the Commission

shall require an affirmative vote of a
majority of the members and all resolutions must be in writing.
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The Commission Secretary shall record in the minutes the time and place
of each meeting of the Commission, the names of the Commissioners
present, all official acts of the Commission and the votes given by the
Directors. The Secretary shall cause the minutes to be written up
forthwith and presented for approval or amendment at the next regular
meeting.
13. TREASURER. The Treasurer of the County shall be the depository of funds
of the Commission, and said Treasurer shall be the ex officio Treasurer
of the Commission. The Treasurer shall receive and have custody of and
disburse Commission funds on the warrant of the Auditor and shall make
disbursements authorized by this Agreement. The Treasurer shall invest
All interest
Commission funds in accordance with the general law.
collected on Commission funds shall be accounted for and posted to the
account of said funds.
The County may determine reasonable charges to be made against the
Commission for the Services of the Treasurer, and the Commission shall
pay such charges.
14. AUDITING. The Auditor of the County shall be the ex officio Auditor of
the Commission, and shall draw warrants against the funds of the
Commission when the demands are approved by the Executive Director or his
designee. At the close of each fiscal year, as provided in Government
Code Section 6505, the Auditor shall make an audit. In the alternative,
the Board of Directors may contract with a public accountant or certified
public accountant to make an audit of the accounts and reports of the
Commission.
The Auditor shall establish and maintain such funds and accounts as are
deemed necessary to account for and report on receipts and
disbursements. The Commission shall keep such additional records and
accounts which are deemed necessary to account for and report on sources
of funds, expenditures, grants and programs as may be required by good
accounting practices. The books and records of the Commission shall be
open to inspection at all reasonable times by representatives of the
member agencies.
The County may determine reasonable charges to be made against the
Commission for the services of the Auditor, and the Commission shall pay
such charges.
15. TERM. Except as hereinafter provided, the Commission shall be deemed
dissolved on December 31, 2002.
16. DISPOSITION of Assets. Upon dissolution of the Commission, its assets
shall be distributed to member agencies in the same proportion as
distributions to member agencies have most recently been made pursuant
'payments' above. Any real property owned by the Commission shall, in
advance of dissolution, be conveyed by the Board of Directors to member
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agencies as tenants in common with proportional interests equal to the
proportion of distributions most recently made pursuant to the provisions
of the Paragraph 'payments'.
17. DEBTS. The debts, liabilities and obligations of the Commission shall
not constitute any debts, liabilities or obligations either jointly or
severally of the County of Sacramento. City of Sacramento or
municipalities of Folsom, or Galt
18. AMENDMENT. To the extent these Bylaws are not governed by any other
Ordinance or Agreement, they may be amended by a two-thirds vote of all
of the Board of Directors.
19. ROBERT'S RULE OF ORDER. All rules or order not herein provided shall be
determined in accordance with "Robert's Rules of Order Revised".
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FEDERAI. EXPRESS

Mr. Robert E. Smith
Executive Officer, CATV Committee
700 11 Street, Room 2450
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Bob:
The firm of Hammett 6: Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers, has been retained
by the County of Sacramento to review the proposal by United-Tribune Cable of
Sacramento for a cable television system serving the Sacramento community, and to
make certain recommendations relating thereto. Our particular tasks were to:
Identify potential changes to the proposed system to make it function more
effectively for the services proposed
Identify topics within the proposal on which further data is required in order
to clarify the intended function
Specify a series of reviews of data and facilities to verify the plans,
construction, and subsequent operation to meet the proposal
Determine the anticipated effects upon the system if the requirements of the
Sacramento Municipal Utility District are met
Determine the extent to which the uncommitted channels proposed meet the
requirements of the enabling ordinance.
We have reviewed the voluminous proposal and the associated documents
prepared by CTIC, SMUD and others, and have compiled our comments contained in
the attached material. The following is a brief outline of that material.

Mr. Robert E. Smith
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December 16, 1982

1.

Issues and Questions. We have reviewed the proposal ant the associated
documents with considerable care. We have also contacted manufacturers,
reviewed equipment specifications, and reviewed such otter data as we
found appropriate. Some of these issues were raised by the County, and
other issues were raised by us in the process of reviewing the material.
Some have already been resolved, while others remain unresolved and
require action by United-Tribune, the County, or other parties.

2.

Construction Milestones and Testing Procedures. This provides a list of all
system acili.ecommended milestones during the construction process,
and recommendations and requests for data from UTC on specifications
and testing procedures.

3.

Recommended Franchise Provisions. Based on the requests by the County
and on our own review, we are recommending several provisions for
inclusion in the Resolution Offering Franchise. Some of the items are to
be completed after data on the milestones and testing procedures are
provided by UTC.

As we have previously arranged, we plan to meet with the County at 1:00 PM
on December 20 to discuss the recommendations of this report.
Sincerely yours,
HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.

ac
Enclosure
cc: Mr. Brent Bleier (1)
Mr. Lee Elam (1)
Mr. William R. Freeman (1)

ISSUES AND QUESTIONS
The following issues and questions have arisen as a result of our review of the
proposal of United-Tribune Cable of Sacramento and of other associated documents.
A.

General System Quality and Viability

A.1. Overall System Des. The system proposed by UTC is generally of
excellent quality, providing state-of-the-art equipment, a maximum number of
channels, a wide variety of studio and access equipment, and a sophisticated
interconnection and distribution system. The proposal presents detailed information on
the system, supported by calculations, studies, and analyses where appropriate. The
technical aspects of the proposal are generally based on sound engineering principals
and, with the exception of various topics discussed subsequently, should provide
satisfactory services. If the system is constructed and operated as proposed, the
Sacramento community can expect to receive high quality cable television service.
A.2. Local Origination and Access Facilities.
The proposal provides an
extremely comprehensive set of facilities for local origination and access, including
studios and production centers, mobile equipment, and a wide variety of other
components. A large staff is also proposed for this function. Traditionally, other cable
television systems have not provided significant local origination, and there is a
question as to whether a substantial leap in utilization of such equipment by the
community can be made in Sacramento so as to fully utilize the facilities to which UTC
is committed. The County should recognize that if any financial difficulties are
encountered by UTC in the course of the franchise, this will likely be an area where
expenses and services will be trimmed.
A.3. Institutional Network. The institutional network is proposed to go to all
locations requested by the County and is of adequate design. Institutional services are
a second function in which the cable industry has had little experience, although it is
potentially a large future business area. UTC proposed the most miles of institutional
plant of any of the bidders and, in addition, has reserved channels on the subscriber
network for delivery of pertinent institutional services to home users. Thus, the system
is quite flexible.
A.4. Fiber Optic Interconnection System. The fiber optic system proposed for
carriage of certain signals between various hub locations, while utilizing equipment of
a relatively new design, is similar to systems which we are informed are in satisfactory
operation in other communities. No substantial problems are anticipated.
A.5. Technical Specifications. The proposed technical specifications are excellent and should result in high quality service. UTC has provided example calculations
of most technical parameters, which we have verified based on data from manufacturers' literature. In general, the specifications should be achievable within some
reasonable tolerance yet to be specified. There are some exceptions which are detailed
in subsequent sections of this report.

A.6. System Reliability. The system should provide reliable service since stateof-the-art equipment is being used, standby power is provided at all points, and a status
monitoring system integral to the distribution system will be used to detect gradual
degradation in equipment parameters and specific equipment failures.
A.7. Bridger Switching and Status Monitoring. The proposed disffibution system
includes the use of the Magnavox Digital System Sentry, which provide,s the functions
of status monitoring of the distribution system amplifiers and also incorporates a
bridger switching function which permits diagnosis of the source of ingress interference
to the return path system.
A.8. Service Flexibility. It is important when considering a cable television
system to think of the major hub and distribution system facilities as a "highway" and
to think of the services and peripheral equipment on the system as the "vehicles". The
proposed system thus provides a high quality pathway on which a wide variety of
changing services can be provided in the future. UTC has proposed a considerable
array of video, audio, and data services for the initial system, but it is important to
recognize that the fundamental distribution system provides a flexible means by which
other services can be carried, once the necessary terminal equipment is provided.
A.9. Established versus New Technology. While cable television has been in
existence for several decades, the County should be aware that there is a substantial
variation in industry experience with particular aspects of the technology.
The
fundamental functions of system construction, reception of off-air signals, delivery of
entertainment through a single- or dual-cable distribution system, use of converters,
customer services, and system maintenance are well-established and can be done with
quality where proper system management exists. The reception of satellite signals, the
construction of local origination and access facilities, and two-way distribution systems
are newer functions for cable systems but are becoming well established. The carriage
of more than 35 to 40 channels per cable, one-way addressable systems, and the use
of fiber optic cables are techniques developed only within the last couple of years but
are rapidly gaining experience. The srovision of two-way addressability, security
services, INDAX-like systems or e ètext and videotext data', other general data
services, and the provision of an ins i utional network and its services are basically
threshold technology that have seen previous experimental use but are only now being
included in cable television systems on a commercial basis. Thus, there is a potential
for start-up problems in these areas. Finally, services such as banking and shopping at
home and other transactional and data services are really still in the pilot project stage
and have seen no widespread application. It is likely that most of these services can
become viable in the future, but some experimentation and early difficulties can be
anticipated.
A.10. Viability of Expense and Revenue Assumptions. We have some concern
about the overall economic viability of the proposed system. We have made a rough
estimate of the overall cost of construction, based on cost data other than in the
The
proposal, and we find the UTC total construction cost to be reasonable.
requirement that all applicants use 1982 data for the 15-year pro forma may have
distorted the data, in that both revenues and expenses may not rise at the same rate
over that period. As will be detailed in later comments, the number of personnel
proposed for operation of the system and the cost of converter replacement may be
understated. The commitment to local origination and public access is very large,
totaling 4596 of the operating expenses over the 15-year period : The initial service

rates proposed by UTC are relatively low in comparison to rates in many existing cable
systems. These various factors could potentially result in some combination of the
following undesirable effects. The system may be inadequately maintained, resulting
in degradation of the quality of delivered services. There may be inadequate operating
personnel, resulting in difficulties with billing and other customer services. The
commitment to local origination and public access could be reduced draenatically. The
rates for services could be increased significantly. While it is very possible that the
use of good management, computerized equipment for customer services, automatic
system monitoring to reduce the requirements for service personnel, and the use of an
addressable system to simplify service changes may permit operation of the proposed
system and services with the profits projected, the County should be aware of the
possibility of the adverse effects listed.- •
A.11. Technical Problems in Another System. It is generally our experience that
cable systems operated by United and by Tribune are well managed and have a
minimum of problems. We are aware of one specific instance of which we felt the
County should be informed. The Tribune system in Lancaster, California, also serves
Edwards Air Force Base. In August 1981 there was an FCC inspection of the Edwards
Air Force Base system in response to numerous service complaints. Five violations
were found:
Failure to provide required signal levels at subscriber outlets
Failure to maintain relative signal levels between channels
Failure to maintain response within channels
Failure to maintain relative visual and aural signal ratios
Improper measurements and logging of annual proof data.
A copy of the FCC file can be obtained if desired. The instance concluded with a
letter from the operator indicating that the necessary corrections had been made.

B.

Central Facilities and Interconnection

B.1. Backup to Off-Air Television Reception. UTC proposes that the signals of
the Sacramento area te evision stations will e received at the west headend by direct
microwave feed, and also proposes facilities for reception off-air as- -backup. Such
direct reception is advantageous in that it insulates cable subscribers from loss of
signal or reduction of signal quality if television transmitters should •reduce or lose
power temporarily. There will be no off-air reception capability at the nine hubs, so
if the AML microwave feed to any hub is lost, that hub will apparently lose carriage
of all off-air signals. The backup issue is discussed further in Item B.13.
B.2. Quality of Television Signals Received in Davis. UTC proposes to receive
the San Francisco area television signals at an existing tower in Davis. It is my
understanding that the present quality of some signals at this location is marginal, but
that UTC plans to install improved receiving antennas.
While adequate quality
reception may then be obtained, it is doubtful that the received signal level will be
sufficient to deliver the 60 dB carrier-to-noise ratio proposed by UTC as the worst-case
for off-air reception.
B.3. Replacement of KROY tower at west headend. UTC proposes to replace
the existing and relatively new 500-foot tower utilized by FM broadcast Station KROY
with a stronger 500-foot tower to support the microwave antennas at that site. The
FM service of that station would be interrupted by such an action, and it is possible
that some alternative construction will be proposed. The UNR-Rohn proposal for tower
construction does not indicate a cost for removing the present structure.
B.4. Potential Interference to Reception of Satellite Signals. The Compucon
study of the two headend locations indicates the possibility of interference to the
reception of satellite signals at both sites, particularly the west site. UTC has taken
precautions, including placing antennas in a pit or in an area surrounded with an earth
berm, and has also utilized a horn antenna at the west site specifically chosen to
minimize interference. These i -neasures should be adequate, but there is still some
possibility of future interference for some transponders on some satellites. This can
likely be dealt with by further shielding or filtering if it occurs.
B.5. Reception of Only Satcom MR at the West Headend. The western transmit
site, which feeds Cable A, has facilities for the reception of satellite signals of only
Satcom IIIR. It is not uncommon for signals of particular satellite-delivered services
to switch carriage from one satellite to another. If such transfers occur from Satcom
IIIR, it will be necessary for UTC to either switch carriage of those signals to Cable
B or to utilize some of the interconnection network capability to provide those signals
to the west headend from the east headend.
B.6. Questions Regarding Headend Diagrams. In our review of the headend
diagrams in Appendix 1-20, we have some unresolved questions. On the diagram of the
east headend, the second pair of fiber optic cables to the Florin hub is missing. On
the diagram of the west headend, the abbreviation CAPAC is not identified. On the
diagram of the Dewey hub, none of the coaxial interconnect cable terminations are
shown, as they are in the other headend diagrams. The Dewey hub diagram also shows
four institutional subnet cables leaving that site but only two subscriber subnet cable
sets, whereas the subscriber trunk routing maps show four subscriber trunks leaving the
Dewey hub. These various items need answers or resolution.

B.7. Con f iguration of the AML Microwave System. As discussed in Item B.13,
the AML microwave is an essential and critical portion of the distribution system. it
is unclear just what provisions have been made to insure its continued operation, and
it is not clear if there are critical points within the configuration. The reception
facilities at each hub include three receivers for reception of two sets of signals, with
the third receiver automatically switched if one of the other tw -o fail.
The
transmitting function, however, cannot economically provide complete backup for all
transmitters and antennas. There are also critical elements such as the master pilot
Further
tone generator that interface with all transthitters at one headend.
information is required on the exact AML configuration and backup provisions at the
two headends to insure that this essential function will operate reliably.
B.8. Matrix Switching at the Two Heaclends and the Dewey Hub. These three
points are on the "ring" network, interconnected by fiber optic and coaxial cables. The
matrix switching must take place at video. It is unclear what the normal function will
be of this switching operation and whether signals must be demodulated to video and
remodulated additional times in order to provide this function.
B.9. Questions on Hub Diagram. Appendix 1-20 contains a flow diagram for a
typical subscriber hub. The following elements are unclear. Do the fiber optic
interconnect cables carry only institutional network signals?
When institutional
network signals are combined with AML reception, are bandpass filters used to
eliminate the noise from the parallel sources? Can some degradation of the highest
frequency subscriber net channel and the lowest frequency institutional net channel be
expected due to the combination filtering? Why are the institutional net signals not
distributed along with the rest of the AML signals? What is on the rest of the 60
channels of AML, if not the institutional signals? How are the data channels from the
coaxial interconnect cable coupled onto the subscriber networks? Is bandpass filtering
again used? What is the meaning of the comment on the diagram "Dewey node
switching inserted here"?
B.10. Security System Central Equipment. Where, physically, is the Communications Control Center (CCC) for the home security system? Does all dispatching
occur from the CCC? What is the function of the logging and display at the hubs?
Can backup operation occur at the hubs? What redundancy exists in the hub-to-CCC
communications?
B.11. Variety of FCC Permits Required. The overall system, as proposed,
requires approval by the FCC for the AML microwave facilities, the two-way
microwave interconnection to Davis, reception of satellite signals, transmission of
satellite uplink signals, the ITFS/MDS facility, microwave frequencies for the mobile
vans, the radio system to be used for communication to vehicles, and clearance for the
use of particular channels on the distribution system cables, as well as for any
modifications or additions to the microwave facilities of local television stations for
the direct station feeds. While no definite problems are anticipated, the County should
be aware that certain of these authorizations may be impossible to obtain, or may be
delayed, resulting in a need for restructuring of the overall system plan in some
manner.

B.12. Function of Interconnection Cables. The relationship between the AML
microwave, The fiber optic
systern, and the coaxial interconnection
system are not entirely clear in the proposal. It appears that the AML system will be

used to deliver the majority of the video from the two headends to all hubs, the
midsplit coaxial interconnection cables will be used for data and audio signals and
system monitoring data, and the fiber optic interconnection cables will be used both to
back up the coaxial interconnection cable and to carry certain institutional network
signals. The distinction in the functions of these important central ilements is not
entirely clear, however.
B.13. Misunderstanding Regarding Backup Provisions. One of the reasons for
which the UTC system was given excellent technical marks in the CTIC reports is that
it was assumed that the fiber optic interconnection networks, with their dual redundant
separate paths, were available to back up the main transmission of video signals from
the two headends to the .nine hubs. It does not appear, however, that this is the
intended purpose of the fiber optic network. If the AML system were to fail, and
assuming other permanent uses had been established for the fiber optic network, there
would be insufficient channels available to provide all signals to the hubs. Thus, there
is no full back up to the AML network and its continued operation is critical.
B.14. Test Equipment. There was a concern as to whether all the test equipment
listed in the proposal was to be permanent with the system, or whether certain
equipment would be temporarily brought in from other UTC operations. It is our
current understanding, based on conversations with Mr. Hanneman, that all equipment
listed is to be permanently located at the Sacramento system.
B.15. Radiation Levels from AML Microwave Antennas. UTC has provided
calculations indicating the level of signal strength from these antennas and comparing
them with established safety levels. While the results of our own calculations differ
slightly from those in the proposal, we concur that the levels are substantially below
the pertinent requirements.
B.16. Potential AML Fading. We are aware of some historical experience with
unusually deep fading on higher fFequency microwave paths in the Sacramento area,
caused by unusual layering conditions in the atmosphere. It is possible that the use of
the AML microwave frequencies at 13 GHz, coupled with the use of 10-foot antennas
with very narrow major lobes, could result in quite significant fades over even the 17.5
mile or less path distances proposed. Because of the essential position of the AML link
in the distribution system, we recommend that AML tests be commenced as soon as
possible to sample all seasonal variations. tng - term recorings should be mitTe—EVFr
liFilar to the longest one proposed. It is important that the test path be similar
to the proposed paths in both distance and antenna heights at each end, since the
degree to which the path crosses atmospheric layers is a factor.

C.

Distribution System

CA. Overlap between Subscriber and Institutional Networks. Various mileage
figures are discussed for the size of the subscriber and institutional networks but it is
unclear the extent to which the two serve common area. It is clear that the subscriber
network will serve beyond the institutional network, but are there institutional and
commercial areas that will be served by the institutional network but not by the
subscriber network? How does this affect the total number of strand miles of system?
C.2. Total System Size. All proposal estimates were based upon the standard
mileage figures given in the RFP. The standard mileage for the subscriber system was
2454.3 miles. The proposal indicated 3432.5 total plant miles, for the total of the
subscriber network, the institutional network, the interconnection cables, and the mininetworks (Form I, Page 1) and indicated 3460 total easement miles (Form H, Page 3a).
UTC also stated that they believe the total number of system miles will exceed the
standard value given. What is UTC's current estimate of the total strand miles of
system? It is our understanding that this figure is currently being developed by UTC.
C.3. Adequacy of the Return Path Design. Two of the most critical issues
regarding the return path design are the avoidance of noise ingress from outside
radiation sources, and the structuring of the system to minimize noise accumulation
due to the amplifiers themselves. The UTC system appears to be well thought out in
both regards. Provision include the following:
The use of 9 hubs with up to 4 cables emanating from each hub will result in
approximately 36 separate subnetworks, with approximately 60 miles of
trunk per subnetwork. This minimizes noise accumulation.
Bridger switching will be provided to permit diagnosis of noise ingress sources.
Special filtering will be provided at power supplies.
"Supershield" quad-shielded cable will be utilized for drops, minimizing ingress at
this most common point of occurrence.
As necessary, subscriber equipment will be independently shielded or grounded.
Intelligent taps will be used at each institutional signal source, so that such a
source will only be connected into the system when it is to be active, and
can be shut off if a problem occurs.
Detection equipment will be used to constantly monitor the cable for any leakage,
as evidenced by radiation of signals.

C.4. Use of Subscriber Return Channels for Institutional Signals. It is unclear
whether the subscriber network will be used to deliver institutional services to
institutions in areas not reached by the institutional network, or whether institutional
signals are to be placed on the subscriber network only so that those services may be
utilized by individuals in their homes. Virtually all potential return signals from
subscribers, including such services as security and transactions, are in effect
institutional services. If the institutional signals are on the subscriber network only for
these purposes, then there will be no overloading of the return portion of the subscriber
system by institutional users. Further, since little in the way of institutional services
has been specifically proposed, it is impossible to determine the extent to which
institutional services would load the return path of the subscriber network if
institutions were, in fact, served by that network.

C.5. Underground Construction Practices. UTC states, in Form H, Page 3c,
that underground vaults will be used in underground construction areas wherever
possible. The equipment list, Form I, Page 2a, includes pedestals but does not mention
anything about vaults. There needs to be assurance that at least subscriber taps will
be installed in underground vaults in all areas of underground construction except by
specific waiver by the County. The proposal also indicates that rear-lot construction
is preferred to front construction in the underground construction areas: It is unlikely,
however, that this is a viable method of construction throughout the franchise areas.
C.6. Size of Standby Power Supplies. The County should be aware that the
standby power supplies to be utilized at hundreds of locations throughout the system
may be of substantial size and weight due to the batteries utilized. Data has been
requested from UTC regarding the specific size of these units.

.

C.7. Configuration of the Mini-Networks. The two mini-networks intended to
provide separate services to the City and County are proposed to utilize fiber optic
connections to all locations. What are the longest fiber optic runs involved, and how
do these compare with the specifications for the Times Fiber mini-hub equipment?
Where will the hub be for these systems and what processing and switching equipment
will be utilized?
C.8. Return Path Noise Calculations. The proposal included no calculations on
the upstream subscriber network sinals, particularly regarding carrier-to-noise ratio for
the noise collection process. It is our understanding from Mr. Hanneman that those
calculations were done and that copies will be provided.

D.

Subscriber Premises Equipment

D.1. Converter Lifetime. The proposed converter replacement rate of 6% per
year indicates an approximate 17-year physical life for the converters, which appears
unrealistic. Have other provisions been made for converter repair or replacement
which effectively reduce this expected physical lifetime? Note that the proposal states
a 12.5 year depreciation life for the converters but that the 6% per year replacement
is stated in the UTC response to the first CTIC report, Page IV-12.
D.2. Universal Home Terminal Unit. In Appendix I-7(b) a diagram is shown in
which a single Home Terminal Unit controls a variety of alarm, meter reading, load
management, energy display, and television converter functions. Is such a single unit
proposed or available, or will these functions actually be performed by separate units?

E.

SMUD Related Services

E.1. General Requirements to Accommodate SMUD. The following requirements for providing SMUD services would be satisfied by the basic cable television
distribution system as otherwise proposed:

A two-way distribution system throughout the service area
A high degree of equipment reliability
Standby power at central facilities and on the distribution system
Status monitoring of the distribution system
Reasonable redundancy of central equipment
Multiple trunk from hubs to minimize noise collection
Provisions to minimize noise ingress
Capability of low error rate data communication
Capability of general security monitoring of SMUD facilities for fire and intrusion
Capability of substation control using the institutional network
Capability of two-way communications for general purposes
Dedicated channels available and not timeshared with other functions
Capability for control and monitoring of the SMUD power distribution system
Capability for control and monitoring of the SMUD power distribution system
Redundant channels available for interference avoidance
Return path available from SMUD control points through the institutional network
Capability of providing information to subscribers through the INDAX system.
The following additional requirements can easily be met by the system if appropriate
agreements are reached with SMUD:
Drops provided to all buildings served with power
Provision in system design for future installation of SMUD terminal unit for
meter reading and load control at all buildings.
Certain other detailed requirements would need special consideration:
An, actual SMUD terminal unit must be provided at every point to be monitored.
The appropriate device must be developed or selected and then tested to
insure its compatibility with the system.
Particular coding or other techniques must be provided to insure that SMUD
signals are secure from unauthorized access.
Issues regarding detailed technical specifications for channels must be resolved,
as discussed in Item E.2.
In general, the proposed system should satisfactorily handle the requirements for
SMUD services.
Detailed SMUD Transmission Specifications. The SMUD requirements
E.2.
contain detailed specifications for the channel quality for video teleconferencing
services. These appear to be based on the specifications of the Network Transmission
Committee Report No. 7, with relaxation of some parameters. These are generally
quite tight specifications, and are intended for transmission of network video to
television stations. Despite the UTC blanket statement that all specifications will be
met or exceeded, it is doubtful that the detailed SMUD specifications could be met by
a cable television distribution system; it is also unlikely that such tight specifications

are necessary for the purposes intended. The detailed specifications proposed by UTC
should be very adequate for video transmissions for the purposes intended by SMUD.
Further analysis of this issue is required by UTC and SMUD.
E.3. Effect of SMUD Requirements on System Design and Construction. Proper
use of the system to provide SMUD services should be no different than -the use of the
system for any other institutional purposes. In general, there should be no adverse
effect upon the design of the system or upon the construction schedule -. If drops are
to be provided to every building, this must be taken into account in construction
planning. The system itself will be designed on the assumption of service to every
building, since it can never be anticipated where drops will be required. If SIVIUD is
to participate in the review of construction plans, the review process must be adjusted
to incorporate this participation, so that construction is not delayed. The design of the
system must be such that the loss from the insertion of the SMUD interface unit is
compensated for so as to maintain the proposed +3 dBmV minimum signal level to
subscribers.
E.4. Cost Sharing with SMUD. There are three primary cost aspects associated
with providing the services SMUD desires:
The channels required for all SMUD uses, including meter reading and energy
mangement in homes, and all other communication purposes could be
charged for on the same basis as any other institutional uses of channel
capacity.
The additional cost of installing drops to every building can be estimated by
extrapolating UTC's estimated costs for drop installation.
The major cost is for the special terminal units required at each building for the
monitoring and control functions. Presumably, these would be developed,
installed, and maintained by SMUD, and SMUD would bear all associated
costs.
E.5. Potential Effect of System Failure. While this point is undoubtedly being
considered by others, it is worth pointing out the possible effect of the failure of the
cable distribution system while providing energy load management functions. It can be
assumed that several years in the future the SMUD power generation capacity will have
expanded less than it would have without this capability. It can also be assumed that
some fail-safe mode will exist wherein a managed load reverts to the "on" condition
upon the loss of a control signal. If a critical element in the distribution of this service
were to fail momentarily, all loads on the power system would come on, resulting in
an overload of the SMUD generating capacity and possibly in a ripple effect throughout
the power grid interconnected to SMUD. The fail-safe mode of the devices at managed
loads should incorporate a delay to avoid triggering this process on short-term system
failures, but other means must be developed to handle potential longer-term failures.

F.

Testing and Proofing of the System

F.1. Proposed UTC Specs. There are some questions on. the UTC specification
or tests defined in the proposal. In the test for ghosting, described in Form I, Page
32m, what is considered the "reflected signal"? On the same page, UTC's definition of
hum is for one-half the peak-to-peak variation while the FCC's definition is for full
peak-to-peak variation; why the difference, and is UTC agreeable to using the FCC
definition? The FCC hum definition includes all low-frequency disturbances, while
UTC's definition is for hum only (implying 60 Hz interference); why the difference and
is the more comprehensive FCC definition acceptable to UTC?
The UTC proposal does not cover
F.2. Specifications on other Parameters.
Do UTC system design
specifications on several other parameters of interest.
specifications exceed the FCC values for converter frequency stability, 24-hour signal
level variation, ratios between adjacent and non-adjacent visual carrier levels, visual- •
to-aural ratio, low-frequency distortions, individual channel frequency response, and
radiation? Do UTC specifications exist for this system for overall peak-to-valley
response, signal isolation between cables, and ghosting or reflections (including any
effects of off-air reception)?
Testing of Fully-Loaded System. It is important, when performing proof
F.3.
tests on the system, that the system be carrying a full set of video signals on each
cable to demonstrate that the specifications can be met under these conditions.
Because of the many reserved and uncommitted channels, there will be many channels
for which normal headend processing equipment has not yet been installed at the time
of the proof. It will, therefore, be necessary to simulate these channels during the test
period. Mr. klanneman has indicated to us that an appropriate signal generator system
would be provided at the headend for this purpose.
F.4. Testing for Signal Ingress. In Form I, Page 32k, of the proposal, it is
indicated that other tests will be performed to check for signal ingress into the system.
What are these tests?

G.

Operations and Maintenance

..evel. In our examination of existing cable television
_
±_
G.1. _SEt_er
systems, we have developed a rule of thumb relative to total staffing per 1000
subscribers.
For traditional systems, and assuming reasonably well,trained, hardworking employees, a number less than 1.5 is generally inadequate, 2.0 to 2.5 can still
be tight, and 3.0 or above can result in a well-run system. Utilizing data for the fifth
year of UTC operation of the proposed system, the total number of personnel per 1000
subscribers is 1.9. For a system of this complexity, a figure of 3.5 to 5.0 might be
expected; thus, there is a possibility that the system will be understaffed. It would be
helpful to have data for the relatively large United systems in the Denver suburbs (1170
miles), Boise, Idaho (1012 miles), Tulsa, Oklahoma (1790 miles), Abilene, Texas (475
miles), and Tyler, Texas (452 miles), and for the Tribune system in Albuquerque, New
Mexico (710 miles) for comparison. Mr. Hanneman has indicated to us that additional
staffing for the Sacramento system is accounted for in budgets for contract personnel.
The number of personnel implied by these budgets needs to be clarified.
G.2. Employee Training and Supervision. Two ongoing problems in any cable
television system are proper training of technical personnel and insuring that the
personnel are doing the work they have been assigned. What certification processes are
proposed for technical personnel? What procedures are planned to be sure that field
employees are actually making subscriber calls and performing maintenance work as
they have been assigned, and that the work is being properly done?
Complaint Resolution Features. System outages that are not resolved by
C 3.
UTC within 24 hours after notification will trigger the partial fee refund process as
discussed in Form I, Pages 34a and 34b. There is a potential confusion on this topic
regarding weekend service. If complaints received after 9:00 P.M. are serviced the
following day and complaints on Sunday are serviced the next day (except for total
outages of more than one subscriber) then will single-subscriber total outage complaints
occurring late Saturday evening and early Sunday morning be serviced during the work
day on Monday and thus automatically trigger the over-24-hour refund?
UTC's refund criteria in Form I, Page 34b, of the
G.4. Refund Criteria.
proposal is an excellent means of encouraging prompt service response. There are some
questions relating to the policy. It is not clear why occurrences outside of UTC's
control should be exempted from the refund policy, since the subscriber has not
received desired service in either case. It appears that interruption of service implies
total outage. An alternative definition could be structured which would include any of

the measurable system parameters being substantially out of tolerance. Thus, if
minimum signal level or signal-to-noise ratio or any other parameters were perhaps 6
dB or greater out of tolerance, the refund provision would be triggered. The refund
provision should apply to each independent service for which a separate charge is made.
Thus, a subscriber to a specific pay service who loses that service but not basic service
for the required period of time would be entitled to a refund.
0.5. Maintenance of the AML Microwave System. One of the difficulties we
have observed in AML microwave systems is that with lack of proper maintenance, the
antennas may become incorrectly pointed and the transmitter and receiver settings and
alignments may become incorrect. Since this system relies entirely upon the AML for
delivery of signal to all the hubs, what maintenance provisions have been made to
assure that none of these conditions will occur?

G.6. Periodic Monitoring of Telephone Busy Signals. A service offered by most
telephone companies is the checking of incoming calls to a business to determine the
number of calls that result in a busy signal. This is particularly important for incoming
subscriber complaint calls to a cable television system, which has no direct
competition. A busy signal rate of 10 to 15 percent is considered reasonable and 25
percent is considered the highest desirable. Although the check will n!;)t indicate the
amount of time callers are kept on "hold", it will give some indication of whether there
are insufficient personnel to handle incoming calls.

H.

Services

H.1. "Must-carry" Television Signals. The County should be aware that the
ordinance and the proposal indicate that the system must carry those Sacramento area
television signals for which carriage is required by the FCC Rules. The FCC Rules,
however, do not directly require carriage of any signal. The actual pording of the
Rules is that the system "may carry or, on request of the relevant station licensee or
permittee, shall carry" the pertinent signal. The local stations should be encouraged
to specifically request such carriage. The issue is not that a local television signal will
be left off the system altogether but rather that the channel space may conceivably
be preempted on occasion for some temporary use.
1-1.2. On-Channel Carriage.
The County should be aware of the FCC
requirement that a mandatory carriage television signal be carried on the cable system
on the same numbered channel as its broadcast channel if a station so requests and if
such carriage is technically feasible. For all existing Sacramento-area signals, only
Channel 40, KTXL, has not been proposed for on-channel carriage, being proposed
instead to be carried on Channel 30.
H.3. Carriage of FM Si nals. According to the frequency assignments listed in
Appendix 1-3 a , none of the FM signals will be carried on their off-air frequency. This
is a potential problem for listener identification of the signals. The County should also
be aware that, while all local television signals will be carried on the system, only a
selection of FM signals are to be carried.
H.4. 11E2p c
SPAN. The carriage of California C-SPAN depends
upon arrangements for a satellite transponder. It is our understanding from Mr.
Hanneman that UTC plans that, if this service is developed, it will be distributed to
other California cable television systems by satellite. It is also our understanding that
development of the service is not viable without such distribution, and if distribution
cannot be arranged the signal will not be available for the Sacramento system.
H.5. Viability of INDAX. The fundamental design of the INDAX system appears
to be good, with the use of the carrier sense multiple access/collision detection
(CSMA/CD) system of data communication for high efficiency. Appendix 1-9 of the
proposal indicates the maximum response time for the system will be seven seconds.
Since the system has only been used in limited trials, and since we have not had an
opportunity to evaluate the equipment or a system in which it is in use, we cannot yet
state what kind of start up problems can be anticipated. This is a matter for further
investigation.
-

H.6. Approval of Carriage of FAA Transmissions. Carriage of airport tower
Airport tower
communications would require written permission Trom the FAA.
communications are not broadcast signals and are protected by law from unauthorized
use. If the FAA declines to grant permission, this signal may not be carried on the
Sacramento system.

I.

Waiver of FCC Technical Standards

Li
Need for Waivers. It is important for the County to recognize that the
FCC considers
o — technical standards governing cable television systems to
be preempted by FCC rules; absent a waiver of those rules, no municipality may impose
other standards. It is not clear whether better technical standards that are "freely
offered" by a potential system operator are exempt from this principle and can be
enforced. There are several areas within which this is of concern. .
The FCC standards apply only to Class I television signals, that is, signals
broadcast by over-the-air full-service television stations. Less than 20
percent of the channels on the Sacramento system will carry such signals,
with the remaining channels carrying Class II, III, and IV signals. It is
desirable to insure that equal standards are applied to all classes of signals
as appropriate, for all equipment under the control of the operator.
The FCC technical standards are quite lenient in order not to impose a burden
upon older cable television systems. The specifications proposed by UTC
are considerably tighter than those of the FCC.
The FCC specifications do not cover all technical parameters commonly measured
in a cable system. The specifications proposed by UTC cover additional
items, and there are further items covered by neither. Specifications should
exist for all these parameters for the Sacramento system.
In addition to specifications on the carriage of signals by the distribution system,
specifications should be provided which cover the origination of the signals
within the system, at local origination and access facilities, and the
remodulation of processed signals.
Waiver Process. It is desirable to apply to the FCC for a waiver to permit
1.2.
the County to regulate technical standards for the system. The first step should be
to determine firmly whether specifications proposed by the operator are exempt from
the FCC preemption. If a waiver request is filed, it should include at least the
following:

Specifications of parameters to be measured
Permissible values of parameters
Reasons why the specifications serve the public interest
Capability of the operator to meet the specifications
Manner in which the County will perform measurements to enforce specifications.

J.

Uncommitted Channels

3.1.
Definition and Count. There are several questions regarding the count of
the total number of channels carried, which determines the number of uncommitted
It is my understanding that the County has concluded that the
channels required.
following types of channels are not to be included in the base count for uncommitted
channels:
Return path channels
FM audio services
Channels dedicated to institutional uses
FAA conflict channels.
A count of the remaining channels can be confused by an apparent error in the UnitedTribune Channel Guide contained in the proposal Overview. The number of channels
listed there for the second cable, and their relative position, are not consistent with
data given in Appendix 1-11. The channel numbers listed in the Overview are one too
high starting with Channel 116. Thus, Channels 116 and 117 should be FM services,
Channel 119 is an FAA conflict channel, and Channels 120 through 125 are institutional
services. This indicates that somewhere in Channels 79 through 116 a nonexistent
channel is listed. This needs to be resolved. The correct number of outgoing channels
proposed for the subscriber network is thus 104 for subscriber services, 12 for
institutional services,- 4 numbered channels dedicated to FM services, and 6 channels
identified as FAA conflicts, for a total of 126 outgoing subscriber network channels.
The correct numbering of these channels appears to be 2 through 125 plus Channel 4+
and Channel 66 -f. Based on the 104 outgoing subscriber channels, the number of
uncommitted channels required is thus 21.
els. The uncommitted channels
Chann
J.2. Validity of Proposed
proposed by UTC appear, with the following exceptions, to be valid, useful channels
that can be held until released by the County. The first exception is that Channels
38 and 39 are indicated as uncommitted but, in fact, are proposed for future carriage
of two broadcast television stations for which carriage would be required if requested.
It is my understanding that UTC plans to modify the channel listing to correct this.
The second possible problem is that, since the missing channel discussed in the previous
section falls in a group containing several uncommitted channels, the County needs
assurance that an uncommitted channel will not be lost.

Hammett & Edison, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
December 16, 1982
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CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES AND TESTING PROCEDURES

This document provides a framework for the preparation of detailed data
regarding construction milestones, technical standards, and test procedures to aid in
monitoring the construction of the cable television system.
A.

System Facilities

A.1.
Central Facilities. The following should be considered independent items
for the purposes of monitoring system construction.
Local origination
Community Telecommunications Center
Each of three mobile production units for CTC
Each of three satellite access centers
Each of three mobile production units, one for each SAT
Each of six community resource centers
Each of 15 community viewing centers
Headends
East headend
West headend
Davis site
Dewey switching hub
Hubs
Each of nine system hubs
Interconnection microwave
AML microwave to hubs
Microwave from Davis
Microwave to Davis
STL feeds from each television station
ITFS/MDS distribution system
Interconnection cables
Fiber optic "ring"
Fiber optic "star" to hubs
Coaxial cable "ring"
Coaxial cable "star" to hubs
Service-related facilities for
INDAX
Dow Jones Cable Information I and II
Reuters IDR

Security services
Electronic mail using GE Telemail or
Interactive Telecommunications, Inc.
Emergency override for video and audio
Energy management services

A.2.
Distribution Facilities.
Each of the following should be considered
independent elements of distribution system construction.
Subscriber network
Each 25 mile construction phase
Institutional network
Each 25 mile construction phase
Mini-networks
Network for City and County at City Center
Network for County complex.
A.3.
Subscriber Premises Equipment. The following types of equipment require
separate attention and testing.
Subscriber system
Converters and decoders
Security equipment
Cable-antenna switch
Each specialized terminal unit for other services
Institutional system
Addressable taps
Each specialized terminal unit for other services.

B.

Construction Milestones

B.1.
Proposed Milestones.
A substantial amount of information regarding
proposed construction milestones is contained in the UTC proposal and in other
documents, particularly the preliminary draft of the construction development plan.
There are two shortcomings to that information as presently structured..: The milestone
data is scattered throughout these documents and should be collected into a single
unified whole. Furthermore, nearly all the detailed data concerns construction of the
distribution system and very little deals with the central facilities.
B.2.
General Milestones. Certain milestones apply to the overall project. In
addition to several general milestones contained in other franchise documents, the
County should be provided with estimated dates for each of the following items:
Applications to FCC for each required authorization
Receipt of approval of each FCC authorization
Application to FAA for each tower authorization
Receipt of each FAA tower authorization
Filing of each Environmental Impact Report
Approval of each Environmental Impact Report
Filing of request for permission for carriage of FAA airport communications
Receipt of authorization for carriage of FAA airport communications
Hiring of construction personnel
Hiring of maintenance personnel
Hiring of operating personnel
Training of construction crews
Fully-manned construction
Ordering of vehicles and construction equipment
Receipt of vehicles and construction equipment
Ordering of test equipment
Receipt of test equipment
Commencement of construction
Availability of each cable service.
It is recommended that UTC
Milestones Ap I in to All Facilities.
B.3.
provide detai ed construction milestone data or each of the facilities listed in the
above Section A. Specific dates, based on the date of acceptance of the franchise,
should be included for at least each of the following milestone items for each facility.
The following list contains major items, indicated by stars, and other sub-items. Firm
dates should be provided for the major milestone items, and the County may use these
as its milestones deadlines. Approximate dates should be supplied for the sub-items,
and the County may make checks against these dates to provide an advisory of system
status.
Completion of design
Submission of plans
*Approve of plans
Application for permits or licenses
Application for building permits
*Receipts of permits and licenses

Agreement with contractors
Construction of buildings or housings
Installation of utilities
Construction of towers and other ancillary items
*Buildings or housings ready for use
Agreements with suppliers
Ordering of equipment
Test of equipment at manufacturer as appropriate
Receipt of equipment on site
*Equipment available for installation
Test of equipment upon receipt
Installation at point of use
Final testing of equipment
*Notice of completion to County.
Distribution System Milestones. The following special set of milestone
B.4.
items and sub-items apply to the construction of each element of the distribution
system; other conditions are as in the introductory paragraph of Section B.3.
Mapping of construction area
System design
Submission of plans for approval
Approval of plans
*Design plans completed and approved
Application for pole clearances
Receipt of pole clearances
Application for County Public Works approval
Receipt of County Public Works approval
Make-ready survey
Completion of pole rearrangements
Encroachment permit application
*Completion of preparation for construction
Agreements with suppliers
Ordering of equipment and cable

Receipt of equipment and cable
Cable tested for structural return loss and attenuation
Passive equipment sample tested
Active equipment tested and aligned for point of use
*Equipment available for installation
Notification of construction commencement
Installation of supporting strand
Installation of cable
Installation of power supplies
Installation of active devices
Installation of taps
Check of completed construction by Public Works
Notification of construction completion
*Physical construction completed
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Alignment and balancing of system
Testing to each line termination
Preliminary proof of performance at three test points
Submission of construction plans and preliminary proof data
Final witnessed proof
*Acceptance of system section for operation.
B.5.
Se uence for Distribution S stem Proofs. The followiit sequence of
actions is anticipate in per °raring ma proo s on each 25-mile segment of the
distribution system.
Submission of rough as-built plans (marked up copies of design plans)
Submission of preliminary test data
Verification that all construction codes have been met
Verification that all pertinent institutional points have been passed
Determination of system mileage by category
Determination of number of homes passed
Commencement of 24-hour testing prior to witnessed tests
Specification of three additional random test points by County
Field testing witnessed by representatives of County
Field testing witnessed by representatives of SMUD
Verification that all technical and performance standards have been met
Verification that other in process work on other facilities and distribution system
sections is on schedule.
Issuance of permission to connect subscribers.

C.

Technical Standards

Requirement for Technical Standards. A variety of data on technical
C.1.
roughout the UTC proposal and other
standards for the various facilities
documents. This data must be incorporated into any more detailed technical standards
prepared. It is recommended that technical standards be supplied by UTC which apply
to each of the facilities listed in Part A of this report. The standards may reference
those in the proposal or in the construction plan as appropriate. Additional data is
Comprehensive
required for those items not covered in previous documents.
specifications should be supplied that will permit demonstration that each facility is
functioning as proposed, and to the level of quality proposed. Specifications must cover
For example, within the
each sub-facility within the list of system facilities.
subscriber network, specifications must cover the downstream distribution system, the
return path distribution system, the status monitoring system, and standby power, as
well as the feed-forward system serving Galt. The City should reserve the right to
The specifications must incorporate the
require UTC to submit additional data.
concepts and material in the remainder of this section. As discussed in an earlier
section regarding application to the FCC for a waiver of technical standards, the
system standards should apply to all classes of channels. Some proposed standards are
tighter than those of the FCC, specifications will cover some parameters not covered
by the FCC Rules, and standards are necessary covering locally originated and
remodulated signals.
Headend Technical Standards. The technical standards applying to signals
C.2.
leaving the headend must include all the distribution system specifications of the
subsequent section, as well as the following items:
Visual carrier frequency measurements sufficient to demonstrate accuracy of
harmonically-related carriers.
Intercarrier frequency separation where under control of Grantee
Depth of modulation for channels modulated by Grantee
AC interference from arcing power line sources affecting off-air receiving
antennas
Electrical interference from vehicles or other sources affecting off-air reception
Multipath ghosting due to off-air signal reflections
Distribution System Technical Standards. Complete standards must be
C.3.
In order for these
prepared that apply at all distribution system locations.
specifications to be most useful during tests of early distribution system construction,
specifications should be provided for the designed response for all combinations of
trunk amplifier cascades and line extender cascades, as well as for the maximum
cascades expected, so that tests at any point within the distribution system can be
compared to the expected response at that point. Specifications should include the
following parameters with specified allowable tolerances:
Carrier-to-noise ratio
Level of discrete interfering signals
Minimum signal level
Maximum signal level
Converter frequency stability
24-hour signal level variation

Carrier-to-adjacent-visual-carrier ratio
Carrier-to-nonadjacent-visual-carrier ratio
Peak-to-peak visual signal level ratio
Visual-to-aural ratio
Hum and low-frequency distortions
Individual channel frequency response
Radiation
Terminal-to-terminal isolation
Depth of modulation
Peak-to-valley response across the complete band
Cross-modulation
Signal isolation between cables
Ghosting or reflections
Direct pickup
We propose that the FCC's "material degradation" specification of Section 76.55(a)(1)
of the FCC Rules be applied to all video signals carried, including the effects of
converters or decoding devices, and that material degradation be defined as a
degradation of two or more TASO levels between the point at which the signal is first
under control of the Grantee and the point at which it is delivered to a subscriber
receiver. The TASO rating scale is as follows:
Grade

Name

Description

1
2
3

Excellent
Fine
Passable

4

Marginal

5

Inferior

6

Unuseable

Extremely high quality
High quality; interference is perceptible
Acceptable quality; interference is not
objectionable
Poor quality; interference is somewhat
objectionable
Very poor quality; interference definitely
objectionable
Not watchable

D. Test Procedures
D.1.
Submission of Test Procedures. We recommend that UTC be required to
submit detailed test procedures designed to verify that all the technical standards
applying to each of the individual facilities of the system are being m6t. As with the
technical standards to be supplied, the proposal and construction _plan may be
referenced, but comprehensive data must be supplied for each individual system facility
and sub-facility. Again the County should reserve the right to modify or add to the
procedures prepared.
D.2.
Distribution System Test Procedures. The procedures for testing the
distribution system must reference the tabulation of specifications versus amplifier and
line extender cascades discussed in an earlier section. Tests are to be performed on
a fully-loaded system. For testing purposes, a subscriber tap should be defined as the
connection of 100-feet of typical drop cable to a typical system tap, with the
appropriate splitters, converters, or other devices as would be used in a subscriber
installation at that location.

RECOMMENDED FRANCHISE PROVISIONS
This document contains recommended sections that the County may wish to
incorporate in the Resolution Offering the Franchise. Prior to each of the
recommended sections there is a brief discussion of the purpose or function of the
section.
A.

System Configyration

This is to insure that all equipment is placed
A.1. Underground Construction.
underground in underground construction areas unless a specific waiver is given.
In those areas in which the system is to be installed underground, all cables and
other equipment shall be installed underground and in flush-mounted vaults. No
pedestals shall be permitted for passive subscriber taps. Waivers of these
requirements may be permitted for amplifiers, power supplies, and other active
equipment where it can be demonstrated that an above-ground mounting is
necessary for technical reasons or to avoid underground water, and where
photographs or drawings are submitted showing an acceptable intended mounting
location.
A.2. Interconnection. It is desirable for the County to retain the right to require
interconnection of-rfie Sacramento cable system to systems in other communities when
that is desirable and economically- feasible.
The Grantee shall make all reasonable efforts to interconnect the system with
systems in adjacent communities to permit interchange of programing. Interconnection shall be by means of a bi-directional signal transportation system.
The Grantee shall provide such interconnection upon the directive of the Grantor.
Interconnection shall be dependent upon mutually satisfactory arrangements
between the cable systems involved.

B.

System Technical Specifications

B.1. Technical Standards. This section provides detailed technical standards to govern
the operation ot the system. These standards incorporate those contained in the UTC
proposal, and include certain appropriate modifications or additions. . Because these
standards exceed those of the FCC in several aspects, and because of the FCC
preemption of cable television technical standards, a request for a waiver of the FCC
rules regarding these standards is recommended.
(To be provided)
B.2. Service to Master Antenna Systems. This is intended to assure that subscribers
in multiple dwelling units, trailer parks, and similar facilities have access to the full
range of cable services.
The cable television system shall not be connected to any master antenna system
serving any multiple dwelling which does not meet all performance requirements
and technical standards of the cable television system.

C.

Construction Milestones

C.1. Milestones for Central Facilities. This section will specify milestones for the
completion of various stages of construction on the headends, hubs, studios, access
facilities, interconnection cables, and other central facilities.
(To be provided)

C.2. Milestones for Distribution System Construction.
This section will specify
milestones for various intermediate steps in the construction of each phase of the
distribution system and for overall construction completion.
(To be provided)
C.3. Milestones for Activation of Services. This section will specify times at which
particular cable services are to be made available.
(To be provided)

D.

Approval of Plans

D.1. Approval by Grantor.
construction.

Requires submission and approval of plans prior to

Plans for all proposed construction must be submitted to Grantor for approval
prior to commencing construction. The location and design of all physical
facilities must be approved by the Grantor or its designee to verify that they
incorporate all system aspects proposed and agreed upon.
D.2. Approval by SMUD. SMUD has indicated a desire to participate in plan approval
if it is made a party to the system construction.
If appropriate agreements are reached to provide specified services and facilities
to the Sacramento Municipal Utility District, and if such agreements include the
rights of SMUD to review system designs and specifications, then such a review
procedure shall be incorporated in the plan approval process by the Grantee.
D.3. Approval of Institutional System. A large number of sites have been identified
for inclusion in the institutional system. This provision is to aid in verifying that all
points are reached.
The Grantee shall provide a comprehensive list of all institutional sites to which
service is to be made available. The list may be organized in any convenient
fashion to permit rapid location of any facility within the list. The list shall
include the name or other designation of each facility, the map grid within which
the facility falls (using the series of 2000-foot by 3000-foot maps on which
construction data is to be submitted) and the phase number (of the approximately
25-mile construction phases by which system construction will occur) within which
it falls. The same data shall be provided in two additional lists, the first listed
in order of grid map number and the second listed in order of construction phase
number. A master map shall also be provided, using an appropriate Sacramento
area base map, with an overlay of the construction map grid, with all institutional
locations marked, and with a reference number for each location that ties it to
one of the three master lists.

E.

Process for Approval of Construction

E.1. Sequence of Approval Actions. This lists the steps that will occur in the approval
of the completion of construction for any distribution system construction phase.

(To be provided)
E.2. Items to be Checked During Construction Approval. This lists characteristics and
tests involved in approval of a distribution system section.

(To be provided)

F.

Subsect i ons

F.1. Construction Phases. This provision defines the 25-mile construction phases and
their utilization.
For the purposes of monitoring construction activity and granting approval of
completed distribution system construction, construction shall ecur in phases
each consisting of approximately 25 strand miles of distribution system, as
proposed by the Grantee in Form I, Page 30a. The entire distribution system,
including an of the subscriber network and institutional network, shall be divided
into such segments of approximately 25 strand miles. All such segments shall be
numbered with a construction phase which clearly indicates the hub serving the
area and the order in which the phases are to be constructed around each hub.
A map of the complete service area showing all such phases shall be provided by
the Grantee prior to the commencement of any distribution system construction.
F.2. Construction Maps. This defines the map grid on which all construction drawings
are to be based.
Detailed maps of proposed distribution system construction shall be submitted in
the 2000400t by 3000-foot format as proposed by the Grantee in the Construction
Development Plan, Preliminary Draft, dated November 16, 1982. These maps
shall be submitted to provide detailed data for engineering review by the Grantor.
All construction plans submitted for approval shall be on maps keyed to this grid
system and all other data submitted for approval shall, as appropriate, be keyed
to this map grid.

G.

Testing Procedures

G.1. Agreements Regarding Testing Procedures. This provision specifies that tests will
be.under the control of the County.
Detailed testing procedures will be specified for all facilities prior to the
commencement of construction of each facility. The procedures shall, as
appropriate and at the discretion of the Grantor, be developed by-the Grantor or
its representative, or shall be provided by the Grantee in which case the Grantor
or its representative shall have the right of modification and approval.
This provision provides a comprehensive list of all
Facilities to be Tested.
facilities constituting the complete cable television system for which test procedures
are to be specified.

G.2.

(To be provided)
G.3. Detailed Testing Procedures. This provision contains a framework for future
detailed test provisions on each of the individual facilities listed in the previous
section.

(To be provided)

H.

Approval of Alternatives

H.1. Alternative System Designs. This requires approval by the County of system
design changes.
Any changes in the design of the system from that contained in the franchise
documents (a list of all pertinent documents needs to be included) shall be
submitted to the Grantor for its approval prior to the execution of detailed plans
or the commencement of construction incorporating the proposed alternative
design.
H.2. Equipment Substitutions. This requires approval by the County of equipment
alternatives.
Any changes in specific manufacturers or model numbers of equipment from that
contained in the franchise documents shall be submitted to the Grantor for
approval. If the determination is made by the Grantor or its representative that
the proposed equipment is substantially equal in quality and specifications to that
originally selected, based upon specifications and data provided by the Grantee,
then the Grantor shall approve the alternative within 30 days of the date of the
submission of the request. If the Grantor determines within the same 30-day
period that a determination of equivalency cannot be made on the basis of the
data and specifications submitted, Grantor will so inform Grantee by the end of
the 30-day period. Grantor will then require observance of manufacturer's
testing, independent testing, or submittal of other data sufficient to make the
equivalency determination. Such determination shall proceed as expeditiously as
possible, but Grantor shall be under no obligation to approve equipment
substitutions until a satisfactory determination can be made.
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I.

Periodic Data Submittals During Construction

To keep the County informed of construction progress, the
1.1. Monthly Data.
submission of certain monthly data is essential.
From the time of the acceptance of the franchise by the Grantee until the
completion of all distribution system and central facility cotstruction, the
Grantee shall provide reports to the Grantor regarding status of construction.
Monthly reports shall include the following:
Number of dwelling units within the service area to which service is available
Percentage of dwelling units within the service area to which service is
available
Overhead strand mileage completed
Underground mileage completed
Number of institutional sites passed
Number of subscribers
Status of all pending permits and authorizations
Status of pole attachment agreements and applications
Summary of final proof data for construction phases completed within the
previous period
Summary of data from periodic testing at test points within the previously
completed system
Status of construction on each central facility.
1.2.

Quarterly Data. Additional data is required on a, quarterly basis.
In addition to the monthly report data (specified in Section I.1), quarterly reports
shall include:
Summaries of service calls, outages, and complaints
A map of the full service area showing those areas to which service has been
provided.
Map of the full-service area showing those areas in which construction is to
occur during the next period, with approximate activation date indicated
for each phase.
Data regarding any changes in construction procedures
Data regarding any changes in maintenance procedures.

3.

Maintenance Procedures

3.1. Maintenance Program. This requires the submission and approval of maintenance
procedures.
A comprehensive preventative maintenance program shall be d&eloped by the
Grantee to insure the continued operation of the system to the parameters
contained in the franchise documents. A copy of the maintenance procedures
shall be submitted for all facilities and shall be subject to approval or
modification by the Grantor. All maintenance records shall be kept for at least
three years. An up-to-date list of all test equipment in the system shall be
maintained and available for inspection upon request.
J.2.

System Maps. The maintenance of up-to-date maps is required.
A full set of as-built maps, in the 2000-foot by 3000-foot grid format, shall be
maintained for all completed system sections, and shall show the location of all
plant equipment and cables. A complete copy of the maps shall be provided to
the County upon completion of system construction and updated copies shall be
provided at yearly intervals thereafter. For use by field personnel, the maps shall
be reduced to a suitable scale and books of reduced copies with appropriate index
shall be provided to all field personnel for at least the section of the system for
which they are responsible.

J.3. Maintenance of Access Equipment. This requires maintenance of all community
access equipment.
The Grantee's maintenance plans are to include maintenance by the Grantee of
all community access equipment provided by the Grantee.
3.4. Maintenance of Critical Central Facilities. This is intended to place particular
emphasis on maintenance of the more critical portions of the system.
The Grantee's maintenance plan shall identify those portions of the system,
including the AML microwave equipment and other critical central equipment, the
failure of which would result in the loss of all or a large number of services to
all of the system or a substantial portion of the system, and particular attention
shall be paid to the preventive maintenance procedures for such facilities.
3.5. Standby Power. This requires periodic exercising of all standby power facilities.
Standby power for all central facilities, including headends, hubs, studios, and all
interconnection cables, shall be exercised and tested on a weekly basis. Standby
power equipment at all distribution system locations shall be serviced as
necessary to maintain batteries and shall be exercised on at least a quarterly
basis to verify battery condition.

K.

Ongoing System Testing

K.1. Establishment of Test Points.
proposal.

This expands upon the data provided in the

In Form I, Page 30a, of the proposal, the Grantee proposes to-establish three
permanent test points for each 25 mile segment of distribution system, and on
Page 32d proposes to perform weekly tests at each such point. T-hese tests shall
be considered acceptable for ongoing system testing of the distribution system,
with a clarification that the tests shall include the evaluation and logging of
subjective picture quality on each video channel. Other ongoing system testing
• shall be as specified in the proposal.
K.2.

Records of Test Data. This requires retention of records.

All records of periodic monitoring data shall be kept for at least three years.
Long-term graphs shall be maintained of pertinent system parameters to detect
long-term degradation in performance.

L.

Service Calls and Outag.

L.1. Service Calls. This specifies the response time and record keeping for service
calls.
It shall be the responsibility of the Grantee to restore service, to within all
specifications of the franchise documents, within 24 hours of notification of a
system malfunction. If service is not restored within 24 hours, the Grantee's
service call record shall show the reason why restoration of service within that
period was beyond the control of the Grantee. No charge shall be made for
service calls except as specifically provided in other agreements with subscribers
or institutional users. The Grantee shall maintain a written record for all
customer service calls, identifying the subscriber, the nature of the complaint,
and the action taken. Such records shall be maintained for at least three years.
L.2.

ystem Outages. This requires logging of service interruptions.
The Grantee shall maintain a log showing the date, the approximate time and
duration, and the cause of all service interruptions. The log shall indicate the
approximate number of subscribers affected by the outage.

M. Ongoing ._Dka Submittals
M.1. Monthly Data. Submission of this data is required to keep the County up-to-date
on the operation of the system.
In addition to the monthly data submittals required during construction (see
Section 1.1 above) the following data shall be submitted on a mbnthly basis.
Copies of the format of any new agreements with subscribers or institutional
users
Copies of any new fee schedules
Copies of the current channel guide if there have been any rearrangements
of service, and specific notification of the channel rearrangement
Copies of all public statements, literature, sales material, or other material
newly distributed to the public.
The summary of customer service calls shall indicate total number of calls during
the previous month and the number and percent of the total in the categories of
set problems, no problems, problem in system prior to customer tap, and problems
subsequent to customer tap. A graph of the percentage data for each of these
categories for at least the preceding three years shall be supplied. A computation
of system downtime shall be performed, using the summary of outage data. The
contribution from each outage shall be determined by taking that fraction of the
system affected by the outage multiplied by that fraction of the month over
which the outage extended; the sum of all such products shall constitute the
system downtime fraction for each month. A graph of this data for at least the
preceding three years shall be supplied.
M.2. Quarterly Data. Further data is required quarterly.
The pertinent items of those quarterly data submittals required during the
construction period (see Section 1.2 above) shall be submitted on an ongoing basis
after system completion.

Hammett & Edison, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
December 16, 1982
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